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BBC LAUNCH ALL -TRANSISTOR COLOUR SETS 

AFEW days after the Philips colour demonstra- 
tions, the British Radio Corporation sum- 
moned us to see their colour sets, chanting 

"ours are all -transistor". Our correspondent was 
impressed with the black -and -white compatibility, 
being the best he has so far seen. Colour, however, 
is a difficult thing to tie down, but that appearing 
on the face of- the BBC demonstration sets was 
extremely good. The only criticism was that the 
colour seemed over done in much the same way 
as some colour slides tend to exaggerate the original 
colours. 

'will put Britain ahead' 
BRC-a subsidiary of Thorn Electrical 

Industries, who arc Britain's largest radio and tele- 
vision manufacturers-claim that their break- 
through "will put Britain ahead of any other 
country Sin the world in TV receiver design". 
Quite a claim for a British company, considering 
the Americans have had a colour service for more 
than ten years and are undisputed leaders in most 
branches of the electronics industry! 

Revolutionary techniques 
Ninety silicon transistors are used in the Thorn 

2000 chassis which is common to all three models. 
Even the high -power circuits, such as the line and 
field timebases, make use of semiconductors. This 
major change in design has been accompanied by 
major alterations on the mechanical side, for the 
receiver employs a simple rectangular frame 
chassis into which ten circuit boards plug-in. Each 
board, which has a separate circuit function 
(example i.f. amplifiers), can be changed, without 
reaching for the soldering iron, in a matter of a 

few seconds. The other electronic assemblies (the 
tuner, power transformer, deflection and conver- 
gence coils. e.h.t rectifier assembly, blue lateral 
assembly and the loudspeaker) also unplug and are 
easily replaced. 

Many automatic circuits 
Other circuit features include automatic chromi- 

nance for optimum colour performance; auto- 
matic gain control, automatic degaussing (even after 
channel changing), isolated chassis from the mains 
supply, stabilised line timebase, and an exclusive 
Thom Jelly Pot transformer. This is used with a 

voltage tripler to achieve the 25kV needed to drive 
the 25 -inch colour rubes. 

Two colour controls 
So far as the user's controls are concerned, there 

are two extra controls for colour-saturation to 
permit the depth of colour to be altered and tint. 
In addition to providing adjustment to tint level, 
this control also helps the viewer correct for the 
different types of ambient light bitting the face of 

l 
The Thorn chassis slides out on runners for ease 

of servicing. In this photograph, the chrominance 
board is being removed. The Thorn Jelly Pot e.h.t. 
rectifier assembly can be seen mounted on top of 

the picture tube. 
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Rear view of a BRC colour television receiver. This complete receiver is surrounded with the ten main circuit modules relative to their mounting positions. The power transformer can be seen in the lower left canter of the receiver. 

the tube. Channel selection is by six push buttons. 
Back panel controls are in line with most dual stan- 
dard receivers -405 and 625 line holds and con- 
trasts, and a common field hold. 

Another model to come 
All three receivers stand on short legs and two 

of the models have folding doors. Recommended 

retail prices are: 330 gns. for the Ferguson Colour - 
star, 330 gns. for the HMV Colourmaster and 295 
gns. for the Ultra Bermuda Colour. Details of' a 
fourth Thom colour receiver (Marconiphone) are 
to be announced later this year. 

' A PRACTICAL TELEVISION request for a specifi- 
cation of the Thorn 2000 colour chassis was 
refused. 
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the .image orthicon 
FOR the last fifteen years, the camera pickup 

rube used for high quality TV pictures has been 
the image orthicon. As far as black and white 

is concerned, the image orthicon is practically un- 
challenged at the moment, though the larger 41in. 
image orthicon has replaced the older Sin. types. 
In colour, the more recently developed Plumbicon 
(and its imitations) seems likely to supersede the 
3in. 10's, but the 43in. I0 is still found in several 
types of colour cameras, which use Plumbicons for 
the colour channels and a 4fin. IO for the mono- 
chrome channel. 

Invented lust before the war, the IO represented 
a radical advance, in terms of sensitivity, linearity, 
signal-to-noise ratio, and freedom from unwanted 
signals, over all previously used tubes. It is classed 
as a charge storage tube, implying that the signal 
is allowed to accumuate between scans, the whole 
accumulated signal being released at a scan, 
instead of simply the value received at the instant 
of scanning. It is to this action that the 10 owes 
its sensitivity and good signal-to-noise ratio. 

The I0 is probably the most complex electronic 
tube in production, so much so that some features 
of its operation are not fully understood. Fortun- 
ately, for thespurpose of understanding its action, 
the tube may be studied in three sections, since 
the action of each section is fairly independent of 
the other two. These three sections arc the image 
section, the scanning section, and the multiplier 
section. Once we have examined the action of each 
of these sections, we shall be able to appreciate 
the ingenious.and intricate operation of the tube 
as a whole. 

THE IMAGE SECTION 
The I0 is a photoemissive tube. Any TV 

camera tube must start with a photosensitive, layer 
of some sort, to convert light directly or indirectly 
into electrical energy; the type used on the IO 
emits electrons when it is stntck by light, hence 
the name. Such layers have been known for a long 
time, and most of them depend on the formation 
of a compound of Antimony and Caesium, some- 
times with a dash of oxygen. This compound must 
be kept in a vacuum if it is to remain photoemis- 
sive, and it is usual to prepare it inside the tube 
itself while the air is being pumped out. The 
layer is made by evaporating the metallic sub- 
stance; Antimony, on to the face plate, or front 
glass plate, of the tube, and then treating it with 
the hot vapour of the metal, Caesium, at a tem- 
perature of about 150deg. C. If the layer formed 
can be kept at a negative voltage with respect 
to other metal components in this section, then a 

current of electrons from the photocathode, as the 
layer is termed, can be measured. This photo- 

-current is proportional to the amount of light fall- 
ing on the photocathode, and so the image of a 
picture projected on the photocathode by means 
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of the camera lens causes an electron image to be 
formed, as the electron current coming from ach 
point is proportional to the amount of light et hat 
point. One of the tasks performed by the image 
section is to preserve the beam of electrons in the 
precise shape in which it left the photocathode- 
preventing it from spreading out, twisting, deflect- 
ing, or scattering. 

The shape of the image accelerator and the target 
cup electrodes shown in the drawing of the image 
section in Fig. 1, along with a flat coil placed 
over the faceplate of the tube when it is in the 
camera, are all arranged to minimise distortion of 
the electron stream. It must be emphasised that 
there is no scanning at this stage; the image is 
present on the photocathode as long as the camera 
is in action and the corresponding electron stream 
is leaving the photocathode all the time. 

1e have said earlier that the IO is a charge 
storage tube, implying that the electrons released 
by the photocathode are accumulated in some way. 
The reason for this is that high sensitivity and low 
noise depend on a good amplitude of signal. The 
photocurrent from the photocathode is extremely 
small, and as this illumination corresponds to 
having the tube close up to a lamp -bulb, it is very 
much more than is obtained when a picture is 
being televised, especially when it is remembered 
that the image on the photocathode is faceted by 
the reflected light front a scene which may not be 
brightly illuminated. 

The storage process which turns this into a 
usable signal is performed by what is known as 
secondary emission charging of the surface of an 
insulator. In the case of the I0, the insulating 
surface, known as the target, is made of glass 
0.0001 -in. thick supported on a metal ring. 
Between the glass target and the photocathode, 
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Fig. It Tee image section of the tube. 
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and spaced only about 00001-m. 
from the target is a copper mesh, 
called the target mesh. 

The function of these com- 
ponents is as follows. The electron 
stream from the photocathode has 
a fair energy, since the photo- 
cathode is anything from 600 to 
1000 volts negative ro the target, 
since electrons flow from negative 
to positive. When electrons with 
this sort of energy land on the 
surface of an insulator, they knock 
off more electrons from the surface; 
because of this, the surface, instead 
of being charged negatively owing 
to negative electrons landing an it, 
it actually charges positively, and 
continues to do so until it has 
reached the voltage of the nearest 
most positive point. This positive 
point is provided by the target 
mesh of the IO which prevents the voltage on the target rising above two or three volts. The target mesh has another, even more important function-there is a capacity between it and the target, which is charged up by this process. The closer the target is to the target mesh, the higher the capacity, and the better the signal-to-noise ratio, and the poorer the sensitivity, since more electrons are needed to charge up a high capacity to a given voltage than are needed for a low capacity. The spacing of 0001 -in. mentioned is a good com- promise, but for special applications requiring 
sensitivities much greater than those used for domestic TV, the spacing between target and mesh can be increased so that the capacity is lowered, and charging may be carried out with a much lower current. 

We can nosy look at the whole image section and trace its operation from the light beam to the voltage on the target. The camera lens, which 
must be a large high -quality one capable of excel- lent definition over the whole of the photocathode 
area, images the scene on the photocathode. In a bright area, the current of electrons leaving the 
photocathode is high, and this current stream is guided to the target by means of the image 
accelerators and target cup. To reach the target it must pass through the target mesh. Since the 
target mesh has about 1000 holes per Lineal inch, the electron stream passes through, although about 
50% of it is lost by striking the metal rortions 
of the mesh. The mesh performs an additional function of "straightening -up" the electron stream 
so that it hits the target perpendicular to the 
target surface. When the electron stream hits the 
surface of the target, more electrons arc released 
than strike, and the target charges up to a voltage 
which must not exceed that of the target mesh; we 
assume this to be set at two volts. This charging 
process does not go on indefinitely. As we shall 
see later, the scanning process which takes place 
on the other side of the target has the effect of 
reducing the target voltage to zero at each scan. 
The exposure (compare this with that of exposure 
in photography) must be set so that a highlight 
just manages to charge the target right up before 
'canning takes place. An area of lower illumination 
oa the phorr,rarh,vie gives rise to a lower electron 
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current, which charges the target more slowly. In 
the same time, therefore, the target must have 
reached a lower voltage where this electron stream 
is striking it. 

The light Image on the photocathode causes, by 
this elaborate process, a voltage image to form on 
the extremely thin glass target. The glass is so 
chosen that, at the working temperature of the 
camera, it conducts very shghty across its surface, 
enough to let much of the charge leak away in a 
field time (1/25 sec.). If this were not the case, 
it would not be possible to change scene, or to 
televise a moving scene, since the stored charge 
picture of one scene would be superimposed on 
the new picture being built up. 

THE SCANNING SECTION 
Since scanning is an essential part of the process 

of televising a picture, the charge image on the 
target must somehow be scanned to produce an 
electrical signal, the video waveform, whose 
amplitude at any instant is proportional to the 
voltage on the target at that instant. The scanting 
section is shown in Fig. 2, and is composed of 
the electron gun, the beam focus electrode (which 
is a coating of aluminium on the wall of the tube) 
the decelerator, field mesh, and the opposite side 
of the target. .This latter point is one of the 
features which distinguishes the 10 from all its 
predecessors-the fact that it uses both sides of 
its target. Previous tubes used only one side, and 
had the difficulty that the electron gun and the 
photocathode had somehow to be offset from each 
other so as to aim at the same side of the same 
target. 

Dealing with the action of the target first, since 
we have reached that point, we mentioned that the 
glass of the target was slightly conductive. It is a 
curious property of glass that its conductivity 
increases with rising temperature, unlike the 
conductivity of metals which decrease with rising 
temperature. The conductivity of glass is not due 
to the movement of electrons, but of. larger 
particles known as ions, which can move more 
freely as temperature increases. This conductivity 
of the glass means that the voltage image which 
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was built up on the image side of the glass must 
be present also on the scanning side. So thin is 

the glass that the two sides may be regarded as 

electronically connected, and if the voltage should 
be removed front the scanning side of the target, 
then it is removed also from the image side to a 

very considerable extent. 
The process of converting the voltage image on 

the scanning side of the target into a video 
waveform is known as reading, and the action used 
is by no means straightforward. We have said 

already that the target can attain a maximum 
voltage of three volts if the target mesh be set at 

this voltage. Since the cathode of the electron 
gun of the IO is earthed, this means that, whatever 
accelerating voltages used between cathode and 

target, the electrons arriving at the target from 
the gun have been accelerated by a potential of 
only three volts; they are "slow electrons". Now 
when electrons approach an insulating surface so 

slowly, they may be absorbed on it, if the voltage 
of the surface is fairly positive, or repelled if the 
surface Is nearly at zero potential. Where elec- 
trons land, they charge the surface negative (since 
they are negative particles) until the voltage at 

that part has returned to zero, when the electrons 
must stop landing and are reflected. Note that this 
is quite different from the behaviour on the image 
section, where the electrons were accelerated by 

a high voltage, and knocked off so many "secon- 
dary" electrons that they charged the surface 
positively. 

Due to this absorption/reflection action at the 

scanning side of the target, there is a sera+ bean 
of electrons at portions of the target where the 
voltage is love, and none, or very little, at portions 
of the target where the voltage is high. It is this 
return beam which is the signal of the IO and it 
is in the opposite phase to the original electron 
signal leaving the photocathode. Looking back, it 
can be seen that a highlight causes a positive 
charge to appear on the target, and this positive 
charge causes the beam to land, hence there is no 
return beam and no signal. A dark area on the 
photocathode causes the target to stay at zero 
potential, the beam does not land but is reflected 
back as a signal of full strength. It is this feature 
which is the weakest point of the image orthicon, 
because the maximum return signal occurs in the 
black areas. Since the noise of the r0 is caused' 
mainly by the beam, it is at maximum when the 
beam is maximum, which is in the black areas; 
the places where noise is most noticeable in the 
picture. 

Having discussed the action of the target at 

some length, we must now turn our attention to 
thejorenation of the electron beam which is used 

Fig. i f/elf.: The gun assembly. 
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to read the voltage image on the target, and the 
path of the return beam from the target. The 
reading beam is formed by an assembly of cathode, 
control end, and beam forming grid, shown 
diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The cathode and the 
control grid are fairly conventional, and might well 
be taken from a receiver c.r.t., but the beam 
forming grid, or G2, is peculiar to the image 
orthicon. The beam is restricted to a very small 
diameter by making the aperture in the top of 
the G2 very small: 0002 -in. or less. The surface 
of the G2 facing the target is also specially treated, 
as we shall see when we consider the multiplier 
section, but it is the aperture which is of interest 
at the moment, as it determines the size of the 
reading beam and hence the resolution of the 
tube. The beam from this very small aperture is 

focused both magnetically by focus coils in the 
camera, and electrostatically by the beam focus 
electrode, G4, which is a wall coating on the glass 
of the tube. This combined magnetic and electro- 
static focusing system causes the path of the 
reading beam to be exceedingly complex, spiralling 
from one focus to another on its way from the 
G2 to the target. As a result, there are several 
voltages of G4 which focus the beam on the target. 
Which focus is best depends very much on the 
design of the camera in which the tube is used, 
but the G4 voltage used is usually about 180V. 

Resides focusing at the target, there is another 
important requirement for the reading beam, it 
must approach the target along a line which is 

exactly at right angles to the target. This is 

extremely difficult to achieve by any simple means 
and two methods are simultaneously employed. 
First of all, it is impossible to ensure normal 
landing, as it is termed, unless the beam leaves 
the electron 'gun exactly on an 'axis which is 

perpendicular to the centre of the target. This 
might be achieved by very exact placing of the 
gun during the manufacture of the tube, but with 
normal production tolerances and with the difhc- 
culty of exactly positioning a gun which is 

mounted on a glass base which must be sealed 
into the rest of the tube at a high temperature; 
it is easier to accept that the gun is likely to end 
up off -axis and correct for it. 

The correction consists of a set of miniature 
deflecting coils, called alignment coils, the current 
in which can be adjusted so that the beam, before 
deflection, approaches the target exactly on the 
central axis. As a further step to ensuring normal 
landing, a field mesh is used to straighten out the 
electrostatic field near the scanning side of the 
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to get. This mesh must be as transparent as possible 
and like the target mesh, must be as fine as possible to avoid causing a mesh image in the signal. The 
use of the second mesh, which greatly improves the quality of signal in the 10, also causes some com- 
plications, apart from those caused by the need to 
mount the extra structure. When light is viewed 
through two meshes, an additional coarse mesh pat- 
tern can be seen, even if each individual mesh is 
so fine that it looks like a sheet of translucent 
material. As one mesh is rotated with respect to 
the other, the moire pattern, as it is called, becomes 
alternately coarser and finer. It is particularly 
coarse when the meshes are nearly lined up, and 
forest when they are, at an angle of rotation 
of 45deg. In order to avoid coarse mesh pattern in the signal, therefore, the meshes must be set so 
that one is rotated 45deg. with respect to the other. The introduction of the field mesh causes 
another problem. Any electrode which intercepts part of an electron beam must emit secondary elec- 
trons. The mesh is usually run at a voltage slightly 
less than that of the G4 beam focus electrode. and 
this is in the voltage region where electron bom- 
bardment causes more electrons to be emitted than 
are bombarding. It is behaving much as the target did, and under similar conditions. The secondary 
electrons produced come.off at all sorts of angles 
and therefore do not land normally on the target; 
they produce shading and other unwanted effects. To meet this objection, another electrode, the 
suppressor, which performs the same function as 
the electrode of the same name in a pentode, to 
suppress the secondary electrons by repelling them 
away from the target. This is done by running the 
suppressor at a low voltage. 

The action of the scanning section. then, is as 
follows. The electron beam, restricted in diameter by the very small aperture in the G2, is accelerated in the gun tube. It is focused by the combination 
of electrostatic and magnetic fields, there being 
more than one focus. It is made to land perpen- dicular to the target by the action of alignment 
coils and by the use of a field mesh. The effect of secondaries from the field mesh is reduced by 
the use of a suppressor, and moire effects are 
reduced by suitable alignment of the field mesh. The beam approaching the target is reflected if the 
target is near zero volts, and is absorbed if the target Is at a positive voltage. The various degrees of reflection or absorption constitute the shades 
of grey which the tube can portray. The reflected 
beam, a hich is still in the form of a beam, forms 
the signal, and is called the return beam. 

THE MULTIPLIER SECTION 
The return beam is not a high current beam. It started out as a reading beam which was 

squeezed through a 0X/2 -in. aperture In the G2, some of this reading beam has been Intercepted 

by the field mesh, and some of the return beam 
must be intercepted also. - Some has been lost at 
the target, and the remainder is the return beam 
which goes back down the tube more or less 
retracing the path of the reading beam. As it 

'stands, it would be very difficult to obtain a good 
usable signal from this beam; the amplification 
required IS so much that the signal-to-noise ratio 
would be very poor. Some form of noiseless ampli- 
fication is required, and it is this which is provided 
by the multiplier section. 

We have mentioned secondary emission several 
times is this article. It has occurred as an essential 
effect at the target, and as an unwanted effect at 
the field mesh. It now occurs again as the means 
by which high -gain, noiseless amplification of the 
order of 100,000 times may be obtained. Suppose 
that the return beam is allowed to fall on a sur- 
face whose voltage is set and whose material is 
arranged so that the secondary emission ratio is 
very high. By that we mean that for each electron 
striking this material, many more are knocked off. 
Such an arrangement is termed an electron multi- 
plier, it is performing the job of amplification, 
since the electron current coming from it is several 
times the current reaching it. It is quite feasible 
to prepare such materials and run them at an 
accelerating voltage such that a current gain of 
ten times is produced in the stage. If a series of 
such multiplier stages is arranged so that electrons 
leaving one are intercepted and multiplied by the 
nest they are said to be cascaded, and such a 
series of cascaded stages is the electron multiplier. It is fortunate that the materials which form the 
best electron multipliers are also the materials 
which are photosensitive and are used for forming 
photocathodes. Each stage, or dynode, is nickel - 
coated with various materials, the most prominent 
of which is the metal, Caesium, which was also 
responsible for the formation of the photocathode. 

The arrangement of the dynodes is of great 
importance. Apart from the first dynode which 
is the one which the return beam strikes first, all 
the dynodes are arranged rather in the form of 
turbine blades with coarse sections of mesh 
between. Figure 4 is a representation of the pin- 
wheel structure as this type of dynode arrangement 
is called. Other types of dynode structure arc used in photomultiplier tubes. The first dynode is the 
problem portion of the tube, and the one over 
which more time and effort has been spent than 
all other parts put together. First of all. the return 
beam has to be persuaded to strike the first dynode 
so that the process of electron multiplication may 
start. If the tube were perfectly symmetrical, the 
return beam would return alogg the path of the 
reading beam and disappear down the hole in the G2! This, fortunately, does not happen, but to 
ensure that the return beam does strike the first 
dynode fairly on a useful part of its surface, an 
electrode known appropriately enough, -as: :the 
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persuader is used. On camera control units, this 
control is labelled the multi -focus, and it acts as 
a focusing electrode for the return beam striking 
the first dynode. 

Having arranged for the beam to strike the first 
dynode our worries are just beginning. As the 
tube cannot be made to be completely symmetrical, 
and that the magnetic fields used for deflection 
and focusing are not completely uniform; the 
return beam, instead of hitting the first dynode at 
one spot, scans a roughly rectangular patch of it. 
Any variations in the secondary emission of the 
material of which hich the first dynode is made cause 
variations in the current leaving the first dynode, 
and those variations are multiplied up by the rest 
of the dynodes as if they had been caused by a 
genuine signal. When this dynode signal can be 
seen clearly, it is said that the first dynode is in 
focus; and much time and money has been spent 
to tey.to avoid this condition interfering with the 
picture. One expedient which has been tried with 
some success is that of mounting the first dynode 
at an angle to the return beam, so that no more 
than a small portion of the first dynode is likely 
to be in focus at one time. Most of the work has 
been devoted to trying to make more uniform 
dynode surfaces which show very little variation 
in their secondary emission along the surface. 
Materials which are most used are pure nickel or 
en alloy of silver and magnesium. Some materials 
give good uniformity and short life; others poorer 
uniformity and very long life; in general, the 
manufacturer tries to make a variety of tubes 
using different materials. 

The remainder of the dynodes behave in a fairly 
straightforward way. The beam which reaches 
them is neither focused nor deflected, since the 
secondary electrons from the first dynode are 
released in all directions; all they have to do is to 
multiply the current. The position of the final 
electrode, the anode, is rather interesting; it is a 
mesh set between dynodes 4 and 5, so that elec- 
trons pass through it on the way to the last dynode -this makes the most of any multiplying effect 
that the anode itself may have. 

The signal, a current whose value at any time 
depends on the charge on the portion of the target 
being scanned, is taken from the anode through a 
load resistor, and is then amplified by the video 
amplifier, which must also correct for the loss of 
the higher frequencies at the anode load, which 
has to be high because the output impedance of 
the tube is very high. 

The video circuitry is worthy of an article to 
itself, and is also the method of setting up and 
adjusting the tube to obtain a picture, let alone 
the complexities of its manufacture. Space does 
not permit discussion of these matters, but one 
final comment must be made. The IO is a tube 
of incredible complexity. This complexity causes 
severe manufacturing difficulties, and few tubes 
survive the rigorous testing schedule which is 
necessary to ensure the quality of the transmitted 
picture, a quality which makes most pictures on 
domestic receivers look Ike the first efforts of 
Baird. Despite all this, the IO has kept its lead 

s the only tube seriously considered for high 
quality TV transmissions. The only tube, that is 
until the advent of the Plumbicon-but :hat is 
another story{, 
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C Test Oscillator 
One of the most exciting developments in 
recent years has been the Integrated 
circuit. In the quest for micro -miniaturi- 
sation, the IC is being used more and more 
in industry and Is even beginning to show 
up in domestic equipment. Here-for the 
first time-is a piece of test gear for the 
home constructor which employs a triple 
converter integrated circuit The IC unit 
embodies the equivalent of twelve semi- 
conductors, and six resistors. A handful of 
interconnecting R's and Cs completes 
the unit) 

Video and Sync 
Waveforms 

This is the second in the new series of 
articles dealing with waveforms through- 
out the TV receiver. As in all these articles 
the text is well tliustrated with photo- 
graphs taken from the oscilloscope screen 

Colour is coming! - Part III 
The third instalment of this important 
survey of the PAL colour TV system deals 
with the composition of the colour signal 
and takes it from the camera to the 
transmitting aerial. 

Plus -Many other articles and all the 
regular features. 

ÓROÉfinl P1 6 -Ni THE CORM BELOW 

TO 
(Name of Newsagent) 

Please reserveldnlieer the AUGUST issue 
of PRACTICAL TELEVISION (1/-), on sale 

July flat and continue every month until 
further notice. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 



Half-waue wire for TU 
F.G.Rayer 

THIS aerial was erected when removing a 
conventional type for repair. It gave satisfac- 
tory reception at '40-45 miles. Its main 

advantages are almost negligible cost and ease of 
preparation, so it may be used as a temporary measure. Its main disadvantages lie in the fact that it is bi-directional, and that only in certain cases will the same V do for two bands. 

MATERIALS 
The aerial was made of 7/26 wire, but other fairly stout copper wire, such as single 14 s.w.g., would do. Three or four small aerial or egg 

insulators are needed, and polythene 'line for suspension. The feeder was already present, but if not, it should be purchased long enough to reach the conventional aerial, if the V is only temporary. 

METHOD OF WORKING 
An ordinary dipole is one 4 -wave long, Fig. 1. Current is maximum at the centre and minimum 

at the ends, so a low impedance feeder approxi- mately matches when connected at X -X. (The dipole is folded with multi -clement arrays but this can be disregarded here.) If the aerial is an odd number of 4 -waves long there is still an approxi- mate feeder match at the centre. Figure 1 shows five 4 -waves with feeder connected at X -X. If the wires are arranged in a V, Fig. 2, direc- tional lobes combine so that maximum pick-up is 
as indicated. When the wires are several }-waves long, gain in the favoured direction can approach that of a conventional H or similar aerial. If two bands have a frequency ratio of about 3:1 the same aerial can be made to work on both if a common direction.is suitable. If the aerial in Fig. 1 is five 4 -waves on 61Mc/s it will be approximately fifteen 4 -waves on 183Mc/s. In other cases (not 3:1 ratio, or common direction) the aerial is good for only one channel. With the aerial made, Y ran to a cord at a bedroom window, X -X was at a tree, and Z only a few inches above ground, anchored with a peg. Subsequently Z was tied to a pole and raised to reduce the V -angle. Z was also carried from side to side, producing different V -angles and tilts. This showed maximum results with the angle near that first adopted, but reception was reasonably good with some departure from this. 

,,Current distribution 

xx '',....--Onelf wave long 

Current distribution FiveY2-waves long 

Fig. r: Method a/ working of mutrfple ;-wave aerie!. 

AERIAL LENGTH 
If N is the number of 4 -waves for the whole aerial, then the length in feet is: 492 (N -0.05)/f in Mc/s. Suppose the wanted channel is 58.25Mc/s sound and 6175 vision. Say 60Mc/s. Number of 4 -waves five as Fig. 1. Then 492 x 4.95/60= 24353/6=40.6ft. nearly. Then each leg, Fig. 2, is 20.3ft. Add 2in. to the wire at X -X, Y and Z (Sin, in all) to bend back round the insulators. Where the 3:1 ratio is to be used, calculate for the higher frequency. Suppose frequencies ate 181.25 and 184.75-say I83:0c/s. Fifteen }-waves are in view. Length is 492. x 14.95/183= 73554/183=40.2ft. nearly. This is a little shorter than the five 1 -waves at 60Mc/s, but longer than five 4 -waves at 61Mc/s, so means the frequency lies between 60 and 61/Mee on this channel, which 

is satisfactory. 
The aerial actually used was this number of 

4 -waves (5 and 15) but other numbers are in order, to suit space etc. The aerials may seem very long and appear to have no resemblance to usual TV aerials. 

GAIN AND'ANGLES 
For comparison, the gam of an "H" or similar aerial is assumed to lie around 5dB and that of an aerial with director and reflector around 7dB. The gain of a V is around 3dB for five 4 -waves overall, 44áB for nine 4 -waves, 5dB for eleven (-waves and 6dB for fifteen 4 -waves. 

V angle 

5.9 

' Fig. 2: Directivity and 
V angle. 

The V -angle Fig. 2 should properly be about 
90 degrees for five 4 -waves overall, 70 degrees for nine 4 -waves, 60 degrees for eleven }-waves and 
50 degrees for fifteen }-waves. 

If the aerial is for one channel, the angle can be chosen to suit. But when it is for two channels in a 3:1 ratio it is necessary to adopt some inter- mediate angle, or to favour the weaker channel. With the aerial made, reducing the angle well below 90 degrees made little apparent difference. Though this aerial was low for easy manipulation, added height improves reception, as with other aerials. 
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CONDITIONS 
GOOD news at last( Or, perhaps, not nearly 

so bad as the dismal talcs that I have had 
to relate for a very long time nowt The 

slight improvement in Sporadic E reception 
reported last month has gained in momentum, and 
by mid .May there was a fair amount of activity, 
even if of very short duration and requiring a lot 
of patience and viewing time to identify the 
stations. However it can now be done, and after 
the long wait the sight of a USSR test card really 
is "a sight for sore eyes" produced by long periods 
of staring at the "goggle box"! 

The Tropospherics have been good at times 
(particularly at the end of April and the middle 
of May). I am due for a spot of leave at the end 
of the month, and from previous experience I find 
that as soon as I go away we get the best openings, 
so conditions should be very good indeed soon! 

Here is a run down of the results to date, as 

received m Bournemouth. 
'Period 16/4/67 to 12/5/67. Sporadic E. 
16/4/67 to 30/4/67: Nil. 
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11 and 12 May: USSR 

on Rl. 
4/5/67: Czechoslovakia Rl. 
3, 5, 9 and 11 May: Austria Eta. 
3, 6, 9 and 11 May: W Germany Grünten E2. 
Same period Tropospherics: 
16/4/67: Easily the best day here. Ch. 21 Lille, 

Ch. 21 Brest, Ch. 25 Caen. Ch. 34 Metz, Ch. 43 
Le Havre, from France. Ch. 27 Lopik, Ch. 29 
Goes, and Ch. 32 Goes, from Holland (always a 

difficult area from here), plus a number of un- 
identified West Germans. 

Bands I/III were good on 16/4/67, 26/4/67, 
and 9/5/67, and the u.h.f. stations were re back on 
26/4/67, 3/5/67, and 9/5/67, with quite good 
reception of many French stations. In all I would 
feel that we have less cause for complaint this 
time. 

NEWS 
(1) We thank I. C. Beckett for the following list 

of T.V.E. Spain u.h.f. stations, now in service, 
Remember that Madrid Ch. 24 has already been 
received in the South of England. 

In Service: Madrid Chamartin Ch. 21 100kW. 
Bilbao Ch. 22 60kW. Valencia Ch. 22 60kW, 
Madrid Nav Ch. 24 1,500kW. Barcelona Ch. 31 

300kW. Zaragossa Ch. 33 250kW. San Sebastian 
Ch._40 100kW. 

A MONTHLY FEATURE 

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS 

by Charles Rafarel 

Projected: Alicante Ch. 32 .100kW. Oviedo 
Ch. 39 100kW. Seville Ch. 52 100kW. La Coruna 
Ch. 22 100kW. 

(2) Roger Bonney reports that the following 
new stations are now in operation: 

R.T.P. Muro Portugal E2. 40kW. Vert. (Already 
received here-see readers' reports below.) 

R.T.F. Besancon France F4. 30kW. Ven. (This 
one is situated in Mid -Eastern France and is a 

possible Sporadic E signal in UK but it is going 
to present some identification problems since the 
Carcassonne transmitter is on the same frequency 
and also vertically polarised, and is a good Sporadic 
E signal as well in this country.) 

(3) Pakistan. Mr. Bunny has lust heard that 
as yet there are no transmitters in operation in 
Band 1, in spite of reports to the contrary from 
some sources. This latest news comes from the 
Pakistani TV chief engineer, so, he should know! 

PROPOGATION 
A few more precise details of meteor showers 

due during 1967: these could well produce some 
useful DX/TV reception: 

Perseids 27 July to 17 Aug. 1967, Peaking 
12 Aug. 

Orionids 15 to 25 Oct. 1967. Peaking 21-22 Oct. 
Taurids 26 Oct to 16 Nov. 1967. Peaking 1-7 

Nov. 
Lconids 15 to 17 Nov. 1967. Peaking 16 Nov. 
Geminids 9 to 14 Dec. 1967. Peaking 13 Dec. 
'Ursids 20 to 22 Dec. 1967. Peaking 22 Dec. 

SOLAR ACTIVITY 
Apart from the well-known sun -spots, and the 

11 -year cycle of maximum activity that we are 
now approaching, there is another form of solar 
phenomena that is conducive to DX reception. 
These are solar flares, which take the form of 
enormous clouds of incandescent gas ejected from 
the sun at intervals, and which reach heights of 
many thousands of miles above the sun's surface. 
They are visible on earth if certain techniques of 
observation are applied. There are two main ways 
of observing these flares: (a) the direct method, 
and (b) the projection method. 

Firstly the direct method, but a very severe word 
of warning here. Do not attempt to look at the 
sun directly, either with the naked eyes or (even 
more important) through binoculars or a telescope. 
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DATA PANEL -22 C.B.C. CANADA 

Test Card: 
The photograph shows 
the normal Canadian 
test card, but we under- 
stand that the Red 
Indian Head type of 
test card (like that of 
the USA) is used on 
occasions. 

Channels: 
Details of channels for 
the Canadian English 
and French networks 
were given on pp. 401 
and 423 of the June, 
1967, Issue. 

It is absolutely vital that a dark screen sufficiently 
opaque is introduced into the optical system to 
obviate any risk of permanent damage to the eyes. 
However, having taken the necessary precautions, it is often possible to observe solar flares near the 
solar perimeter. 

The second method, and a much safer one from the point of view of safety for the eyes. is to 
project the sun's image through a darkened lens 
on to a sheet of ground glass, or even paper, but 
watch that the paper does not catch fire if the 
lens is not dark enough, or you may wish that 
you had never thought of it! 

Assuming that observations on a certain day and 
. hour show that solar flares of large dimensions 
are present, then after a delay of some 20 hours they will cause either auroral effects in the earth's 
atmosphere or produce ionospheric storms, both of which will cause the reflection of DX signals. 

READERS' REPORTS 
As noted above, we have a most' interesting 

report front D. Kelly of Castlewellan, N.I., on his 
reception ca 4/5/67 of the new R.T.P. transmitter 
at Muro, Portugal, on E2. He saw this on test 
card before the programme opening. He also 
reports reception of USSR Rl, Czechoslovakia RI, 
Switzerland E2 and E3, Portugal E3, and Austria 
E2a. 

Our old friend Mr. Papaeftychiou of Cyprus 
has had more F2 layer reception, apart from 
Enugu, E. Nigeria, received again. He has had 
another on E3, which he thinks is Kenya. Magni- 
ficent work, and we eagerly await more news, 

Welcome to a new correspondent, R. S. Parkin of Canvey Island who reports two Dutch u.h.f. 
stations. If he would care to let us know the 
channels, we will be pleased to identify them for him. 

COLOUR TV AT THE RECMF 
At the RECMF Exhibition at Olympia this 

year, many exhibitors showed for the first time new components for colour TV and all of them are aiming to help setmakers reduce receiver costs. Colour was transmitted to Olympia, by the BBC, for eight hours a day so that exhibitors could 
demonstrate the effectiveness of their equipment. 

Mallard featured their Colour Screen picture 
tubes and the company will have the capacity to 
produce them at the rate of '120,000 a year at its 
Simonstone factory where a £1M colour glass 
making plant was recently installed. Both the 19 and 25in, tubes arc rectangular 90 -deg. types which eliminate the need for a protective shield. A new unipotential electron gun has enabled the 
neck to. be reduced to only 36mm diameter. The 
tubes provide high brightness due to specially 

Europium activated rare earth red phosphors 
coupled with green and blue phosphors of the 
sulphide type that maintain their hues at high light outputs. 

Details of other Mullard colour TV components will be given next month 
Mazda displayed their 25ín. CTA2550 (A63 - 11X) shadowmask tube being made at their Brims - down works. It has a grey faceplate glass with 

50-1, light transmission and a Rimguard I metal 
shell protection with mounting lugs. 

Some hundred companies arc in full production with components for colour TV. Set makers, how- ever, still remember the poor response from the public to the 625 -line u.h.f. programmes and since no company is willing to sink huge capital sums 
m production until the consumer demand becomes more apparent, colour sets will inevitably 'be very costly for some time 
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This is the latest list of Line Output 
Transformers and Inserts from D Et B 

Television 
NOW UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 

ALBA Prices on request. 
BUSH TV53, TV56. TV57, TUG58. TUG'S% 

M59, TV63, TV66, 1067. Inserts 27/6. 
Other types rewind at 70/-. 

DECCA DM3, Exchange unit 70/-. 
EKCO TC208, TC209, TC209/1. 1221 to 331. 

Complete LO.P.T. 40/, TMB272 48/6. 
1344. 7344F. 1348, 1348F, T356.10312, 
T313. 7313F, 1335 58/6. 

EMERSON E700, E701, 6704. E707, E708. E709, 
E710, E711. Portarama, Inserts 35/-. 

FERGUSON 306 308 40/-. 204 to 246, Inserts 30/-. 
FE R RANTI 1472 to 1475.17K3 to 17SK4, Inserts 35/-. 

T1001, 11002. 11002/1, 11004. T1005, 
11021, 71011 401-- 71012. 11023, 
11034 71022 58/6. 

K.B. PV40 MV100/1 0E100 PV100 NV40 
NF70 0030. 0010. 0030. Inserts only 
45/. pair. All Other types rewind 70/-. 

PETO SCOT TV1416. 701419, 101716, 701719. 
101720. 701722, 101725. 701418, 
101726. Inserts only 32/6. 

PIE 04, V7, VT4, VT7. CTM4. CTM7. Insert 
only 40/-. 0200. V400, V210 55/-. 
Other types prices on request. 

PILOT V110, 117U, Inserts only 30/-. 
REGENTONE 114, 10-6, 10.4, 10.17, 10-21, Inserts 

only 30/-. T176, 191, 192, T21FM, 
Inserts only 45/-. Deep 17, THE17, 121, 
600, 590, Inserts only 35/-. 

SOBELL T25, 1280, 193, SC24, SC34, SC370, 
T279, TPS186, Inserts only 45/. pair. 

All the above LO.P.T. can be rewound at 70/-. 

ULTRA 1984. 1984C, 200C, Inserts only 45/ - 
pair or rewind at 70/-. 

1967 REVISED VALVE LIST 

C8131 14/- EF184 6/3 PL83 6/6 
DAF91 4 3 EL84 4/2 PL84 6/6 
DAF96 6 3 EM81 6/9 PL500 13/6 
DF91 3 - EY51 6 10 PY33 8/6 
DF92 3'. EY86 6 3 PY81 6/- 
DF96 6,11 E281 4 11 PY82 5+6 
DK92 7'9 PC66 10 9 P0800 6 - 

8696 6 9 POSO 10 9 P0801 8 - 

D194 5 9 PC97 7 3 UA5C80 5/3 
0187 6,3 PCC84 5 6 UCh81 6'3 
EABC80 6 3 PCC89 10 - UCL82 7,'- 
£891 3- PC,? 1010 1.25 12;3 
EBC90 4 3 P0600 E 2 u26 1213 
E0F89 6'6 PCF82 77 30015 11/3 
ECC82 4 9 PC18e 7 5 30F5 9/9 
ECHa2 9 3 PC:92 7 - 30FL1 13/9 
ECH81 5 - P._0 8 6 343L15 14/9 
ECL80 6 9 PC. -84. 7 S 30P12 8/11 
ECL82 6 3 PC -55 11111 30P19 12/9 
EF80 4 9 eft W 13 5 -OPLI 14/9 
EF85 6 3 - 11 6 30PL13 14/9 
6E183 6 - _ 7 5 30018 10/ - 

All Line Output Tra ,a._.S. Inserts and Valves 
are new and are -_ . .arenteed for 3 months. 
C.O.D. 5r- ex of Post service. 
SAE all enps--n. °--- and packing 4/6. 

D. Et B. TELEVISIOEJ (Wimbledon) LTD 
131 KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON, 
01 540 3513 S '9 01 540 3955 

17in.-E11.10.0 TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE 
Stay Guarantee 

*Tuba *Valves EX -RENTAL TELEVISIONS 
*Component. Carr. sal - 

FREE ILLUSTRATED 
LIST OF TELEVISIONS 

WIDE OF 
SIZES AND PRICES 

DEMONSTRATIONS R 

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEED 
TUBESS .00% REGUNNED 

211.1. And :II SLIMUNE 
E.e hvnEX 

MAINTENANCE 
TESTED s TUBES 

Cur. K. Mot :úmnpel 

_ 

MODELS 1 
DAILY 

TUBES 99,4 
Carr. .l 

--' 

COCKTAIL+STEREOGRAM 

III 

- 
se- 

Record Player Cabinet 
coyerm n. Tale 
Sin41e Player Cabinets 
T.V. Turret T s 

Models 3:- Press Button 

CABINET f25 
Polished waMul veneer loth 

tc, speakers. Record *P.'. 
ape space. Nelpht *.. 

Leos 1 n. extra. 
Other ar m els. Send 1o, 

1. nee 114 ° 

3. 

49,4. Lae* des*ned `= 
one modern'Aut«ea,aer.- lj 

19 L S. 
11 less y °Slim \ 

Models 11,1 P.I. P.4 6 

DUKE Et CO. (LONDON) LTD. 
621/3 Romlord Road. E.12 ILF 6001-2-3 

"SABRINA" 
STILL WELL IN 

FRONT 

COMPLETELY REBUIV C.R. TUBES 
ALL TYPES 
12" now . _ £5. 

For 14" to 17" rw:. £5. 0.0 Single Si 19' now E5.15.0 
Tubes 21' now . . £80.0, 

ALL C. - c SUPPLIED 
Special Bonus Sr` -=me for Service 

Engineers-Reducing to: 
12"-87 6; 14 '_ -97 6; 21--147/6 
FREE Pass. ea-=" E Is anywhere in 
British Isles or %. reland (12 months' 

gI.ara^lee). 

ALSO FULL RAKGE OF VALVES 
D...asanteed 12 mond+s) 

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO. 
Electron Works, 50 North Bar 

BANBURY, OXON 
Telephone 2390 
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Servicing 
TELEVISION Receivers 

No.' 136 
RADIO RENTALS (BAIRD) 460 series 

-continued 

Flywheel sync unit 
Prevision is made for fitting a flywheel sync 

unit to the timebase panel by removing V7 and 
inserting a nine -pine plug into ise V7 socket. The 
fly lead from the unit has a small socket which 
fits on to a pin near the V7 socket. The V7 valve 
itself is .now fitted into the vacant valveholder on 
the unit. 

Some care is required in setting up the hold 
control or line sync will be lost on changing 
channels. The makers recommend the following 
procedure be carried out. 

(1) Set -main line hold control to its midpoint: 
(2) Set the preset control on the unit to one 

end and slowly turn it back towards its 
midpoint until the picture just locks. Note 
position of slot. 

(3). Turn the. auxiliary hold control to other 
end and repeat toward midpoint noting -the 
position of the slot when the locking point 
is reached. Reset so that the slot is midway 
between these two positions. 

Mange channels to make sure the picture lacks 
each time. If the preset control has to be near one 
end interchange the ECC82 valves as one may give 
better results. 

Bottom compression 
If there is a gap at the bottom of the picture and 

the lines are compressed .(giving the impression 
of short legs and long heads, etc) check VII 
(PCL 82) and C91 (500µF) pin 2 to chassis. If the 
bottom of the picture is folded up or ends in a 
white line check V15, the value of R89 (36011) 
also, C98. if. necessary. 

Lack of height 
If the loss of height -ú even top and -bottom 

check R88 -(2-2M11). 

Lack of width 
While the h.e, voltage could be low to cause 

lark of width (and this point should be checked) 
the tssualcause is a low emission-PL36. It is as 

by L. Lawry -Johns 

well to check V7 (ECC82), associated anode 
resistors R43 and R44 and R52 (under VH valve 
platform) for correct value. The PY81 should 
receive attention if the above points are in order. 

No picture 
Listen for the line time base whistle. If absent 

check V8 (PL36) which may be faulty, possibly 
with a cracked envelope which may .come apart 
when removed. The indication of this is that the 
heater does not visibly glow even though the 
remainder of the chain does. 

If the PL36 is not at fault check the ECC82.and 
associated components. 

In these receivers the boost line capacitor .is 
connected to chassis (C61 0.250F). When this 
shorts, V9 is virtually shorted to chassis possibly 
causing a heater -cathode short in this valve or/and 
the fuse to fail. 

There is no reason why a replacement should 
not be wired to Et. instead of chassis; in fact some 
receivers may be found so wired. In any case the 
voltage rating as marked should be observed.' 

Variation of focus and siie 
While' this fault, i.e. variation of sire and focus 

as the brilliance is advanced is nearly always due 
to a low emission EY86 it should be realised that 
an improperly supplied valve will give similar or 
the same effects. 

In these receivers a 47k41 resistor (R56) 
included in the anode supply to the top cap. This 
resistor can decompose due_ to the high pulse 
voltage applied and become a virtual open 
circuit, causing a drastic drop of voltage across 
it as the beam current increases. 

No picture, e.h.t. normal 
Check tube base voltages, particularly at pin 10 

of the base. Lack of voltage will almost certainly 
denote a shorted capacitor C60. This is a 05µF 
decoupling the 1st anode. If the 1st anode voltage 
is correct (about 400V) check at pins 2 and 11. 
Pin 2 is the control electrode or grid and should 
record from zero to 160V as the brilliance is 
advanced. Pin 11 is the cathode which normally 
stands at something like 100V depending upon,the 
vision signal. 
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Fig. 4: Line and field ~abases end power suppl»S 
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RADIO RENTALS.460 series (non-f.m.) voltage check chart 
Voltages checked with wt on 215-234V tap using a.c Input of 230 volts. Rectified volts 200V. H.T. volts 184V. Turret h.t. 158V., 

E.M.T. 12.71V. Tube blacked out. Boost rail 450V. 

Pin No. Voltage on pins .. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

9,1 - PCC89 R.F. amplifier 90 80 150 49 41 ' - 0.83 0.83 90. 
V2 PCF86 Mixer 

test 
-2.751 
point 

- 49 57.5' - 38 158 111 

V3 EF183 1st I.f. vision Er sound 1.85 - 1485 95 88 ' - 171 90 - 
V4 66183 2nd 1.f. coon 
V5 EB91 Video diode 

1.9 
119 

- 1.9 
81 

88 
745 

81 ' - 170 
55} 

85 - 
. - 

V6 PCL84 Video output and sync 145 - 57.5 74.5' 102 4.9 - 181 

V7 ECC82 Line osc. and clipper 46 - 6-4 6.4' 123 -58 1 - - 
V8 P136 Line output - 112 ' - 103 -28 t - 139 ' - - 
V9 PY81 Boost diode - 139 158 - 186 

V12 EF183 1st soundi.f. 1.1 1.1 38 31.5' 170 75 
V14 PCL82 Audio amp. and output 13 - 13.5 31.5' 180 184 13 100 

'V15 PCL82 Field osc. and output -24 8 12'5 - 95 112 ' 170 179 - 42t 

Pine 1 2 4 6 10 11 12 

G.R.T. AW43/80 6.4' 0-1502100 189 420 1 80 13.5' 

' AC. voltages Voltages on vision recerver ta en with no signer input ' 

} Measured with 20,000 ohm/volt meter Voltages on time base taken ww th lock d picture 
j Vanes with setting of brilliance All other voltages measured with 1,000 ohm/vol meter 

If'the voltage at pin -11 is up to 180V check the 
PCL84 video amplifier; R31 and R32 if the PCL84 
is not at fault. 

If the voltage at pin 2 remains at zero check 
C100 (0.01µF) and the brilliance control track 
which could be damaged. 

Striations 
These are vertical rulings down the left half of 

the screen, severe at the extreme side, fading 
toward the centre-check R55 (60011). 

White line across screen 

This, of course, denotes complete non- 
functioning of the field deflection. First check the 
PCL82 (VIS) then the voltage at R96 (18012) and 
pin 6 of the valve base. If the voltage (h.t.) is 

present at both sides of R96 but not at pin 6 

check the continuity of T7 the field output trans- 
former. 

No sound 
Apply a hum test at the volume control. If there 

is no response check V14 and associated voltages 
-PCL82 pins 6, 7 and 9' for h.t., bias volts at 
pin 2. 

If there is no voltage at pin 6 of the V14 base 
check the continuity of T6 the sound output 
transformer. 

Distorted sound 
If more severe on strong signal check the 2.2M11 

acsistor R80 to X6 (0A71) if a PS5 sound panel 

is employed. Otherwise check the noise limiter 
components (associated with 0A81 on main circuit 
diacnm). 

If the distortion is constant check V14 and C76 
0.02µF'(non f.m. circuit). 

Weak or no signals 

If the picture is grainy, particularly on the 
weaker of the two stations, check the PCC89 (VI) . 

assuming the aerial is known to be in order. Check 
the aerial plug and socket if there is any doubt 
and the aerial itself for corrosion if necessary. 

This again could be due to a faulty PCC89 but 
the PCF86 is not above suspicion and the voltages 
to both stages and to V3 EF183 should be checked. 

Sound and raster-no picture 
The PCL84 (V6) is the first suspect but if the 

video stage is in order (R31-R32-R35 to be 
checked), check VS EB91 and the V4 stage 
(including decoupling capacitors C42 and C41). 

Hum bars 

If almost one half of the screen is black with 
the other bright white check VS EB91 for heater- 
cathode shorts. 

Badly curved verticals, hum on'sóund 

This is usually an indication of insufficient 
smoothing and attention should be directed to the 
150µF t 150µF electrolytics C102-C103. 



COLOUR 15 COmING!. 
A SHORT BASIC COURSE ON COLOUR TV FOR 
THE TECHNICIAN AND AMATEUR ENTHUSIAST 

by R.G.PRIESiIEY 

PART 2 - WHY RED, GREEN, BLUE? 
Last month we had a general round -up of 
the present state of the colour TV art and 
what we can fairly expect in terms of per- 
formance. price, and serviceability. Now it 
is time to get down to business, but first of 
all there is a very important point to be 
made. 

There is no doubt that when one first begins 
to look into the theory of colour television it is rather easy to become a little overawed by its apparent comp.exity. Many of the circuits are 
unfamiliar, and the diagrams are often badly drawn 
to a small scale with a maze of interconnecting leads that defy anyone to unravel them. Let us 
start off with a word of encouragement to the 
uninitiated by stating quite categorically that any- one who understands black -and -white television can also understand colour. It just needs a little more determination. 

COLOURED LIGHT 
Any system of colour television starts at the object in front of the camera and finishes, not at 

the screen of the corr., but at the eye of the 
beholder. Since the system is built around the 
characteristics of coloured light and those of the 
human eye it is very desirable that we should know something about light and how it appears 
in us. Light is a form of electromagnetic radiation 
similar to radio waves, heat, gamma and x radia- tion. The difference is simply one of wavelength. Whereas u.h.f. television transmissions have a 
wavelength of about half a metre, light has a wavelength of only about half a µ (1 µ=1/1,000 of 

1000mm =1 Metre 
1000J.1=1mm 
1000mj =1).1 

a millimetre=l/1,000,000 of a metre). The whole 
visible spectrum extends from about 0.4 to 0'l3µ or 400 to 800mµ. In this context it is more con- venient to talk about wavelength rather than 
frequency,"since the frequency of light corresponds to about 600 million megacycles. Figure 1 shows the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation and the 
small part of it occupied by visible light. 

The wavelength of a particular source of light 
determines the colour (or hue to give it the proper 
technical term) seen by the eye, and radiation of 
say 700mµ looks red, whilst light of 470mµ looks blue. Our source of light can be described in terms of brightness, hue and saturation, and since these 
terms keep on cropping up in colour television we had better describe them. The brightness of light is a measure of the amount of energy radiated, thus a 60W bulb is brighter than a 40W 
one of the same colour. Hue describes the sensa- tion of colour seen by the eye and is quite 
independent of the brighméss «of the source. It depends only upon the wavelength of the light, as 
we saw earlier, and may be a pure colour corres- 
ponding substantially to one wavelength, or it may 
comprise a mixture of light of several different 
wavelengths. Saturation is a. measure of the "depth" of colour. A pure deep red corresponds to 100% saturation, whilst equal quantities of red light and white light give pink; i.e. red light at 
50% saturation. Note: pink is still a red hue, but at a low level of saturation. All pastel colours have low saturation. So to sum up in nice loose terms. hue tells you the colour of the light; saturation tells you how much white light has been. added to it, and the brightness is an indication of whether it is a dim light or an intense one. All three qualities are independent. 

Visible light 
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Fig. r: Spectrum of electromagnetic waves; light waves fall between the heat and ultre-violet balls 
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THE HUMAN EYE 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

The eye consists basically of a lens which 
focuses the light received from the object being 
viewed on to a vast number of nerve endings m 
the retina at the back of the eye ball. These nerve 
endings are of two types-rods and cones. The 
rods are very sensitive and respond to light of any 
colour, and so the object is seen only in terms of 
its brightness, i.e. in black and white. The cones 
are less sensitive but respond to colour, and they 
analyse the light from an object into its red, green 
and blue components. If a red object is viewed 
for example, the energy of the light falling on 
the cones excites the nerve endings and a train 
of pulses is transmitted to the brain. The result 
is a sensation which we call "red". 

Any colour which can be recognised by . the 
brain is therefore identified by the amplitudes of 
the sensations caused by its red, green and blue 
components. These are the three primary colours 
from which all other colours can be derived. Any 
other primary colours could have been used, but 
these are the ones with which nature has endowed 
us. Colour blindness is caused by the eye having 
inadequate sensitivity to one or more of the 
primary colours, and so the overall sensation of 
colour is distorted. Another feature of human 
vision is that we do not need detail in both colour 
and brightness changes in a picture. If we super- 
impose slightly blurred colour on to a sharp 
black -and -white picture we see an apparently sharp 
coloured picture. 

The behaviour of the human eye is very impor- 
tant to the whole system of colour television 
because its characteristics-namely its independent 
brighmess and colour reception; the use of three 
primary colours, and the absence of any need 
for fine colour detail-are all made use of and 
exactly paralleled in the transmitted signal and 
the colour receiver. 

WHITE LIGHT 
If you take a prism, such as a piece of an old 

candelabrum, and shine white light through it on 
to a piece of white paper you will get a rainbow 
effect containing all the colours of the spectrum- 
red; orange, yellow, green, blue and violet. The 
reason for this is that white light is not a hue 
in its own right, but a mixture of hues, and 
depending upon their wavelength some get bent 
during. their passage through the glass more than 
others, and so they get separated (see Fig. 2). 
However, the sensation of white light can be 
obtained from more simple. mixtures. For instance 
if you mix blue and yellow, or green and magenta, 
you still get white. And here we come to the term 
complementary colours. Magenta is the comple- 
mentary of green: i.e. the colour which added to 
green produces white. A knowledge of complemen- 
tary colours is sometimes useful in home 
decorating to help in the choice of colour schemes. 
Another way of producing white light is to mix 
the right proportions of red, green and blue, and 
this fact lies at the heart of colour television. 

From this discussion it is clear that we can get 
different sorts of white light depending upon the 
individual mixtures. It is well known that artists 
like to have a studio facing north, although in 
the home this light appears cold, and a south facing 
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Fig. 2: A ',mole method or breaking up white light into its 
different wavelengths (different colours) a to use a pn'sm 

aspect is more pleasing. Similarly we prefer 
incandescent bulbs to fluorescent tubes. These 
different white lights are important to us because 
the colours of a picture seen by a camera .in a 

television studio or displayed on the screen of a 

c.r.6 is biased by the light falling upon it, and by 
the colour of its surroundings. 

Black: True black is the absence of any light 
at all. However, this seldom occurs completely in 
practice as virtually all surfaces reflect some light. 
What we more commonly see' is a dark area sur- 
rounded by a light one, so the dark area looks 
black by comparison. The screen of a c.r.t. is a 

greyish green colour, but when a picture is 
switched on we see it in terms of white, grey 
and black areas. The eye. adapts itself to the bright- 
ness of the highlights and is unable to distinguish 
any sensations, colour or brightness, received from 
the dimly illuminated parts of the picture. 

Brown: ' This is one of nature's little jokes 
because it simply does not .exist. When the eye 
sees a very dim area of yellow or orange light 
surrounded by a bright area, or in the presence 
of white light, it is deceived into seeing the yellow 
or orange as brown. 

Mixing Light: When an artist wants a particu- 
lar colour he often obtains it by' mixing the 
appropriate pigments on his palette until he gets 
the desired effect. In printing a number of coloured 
inks are used in much the same way .to reproduce 
as accurately as possible the wide range of. colours 
present in the original picture. The accuracy 
achieved depends largely upon the number. of 
primary colours used and the precise choice of 
hues; ideally these should be tailored to suit. the 
particular picture. 

In colour television we want to be able to 
reproduce all colours visible to man. Although it 
is clearly impossible to achieve a perfect result, 
we must aim at the best engineering compromise 
available to us. So we face the same problems as 
the printers and other workers in colour: which' 
primary colours do we use? 

CHROMATICITY 
There is a rather interesting diagram that we 

can draw which illustrates the answer to our prob- 
lem quite. simply. It is called a "chromaticity 
diagram"-i.e. a diagram pertaining to colour- 
and is shown in Fig. 3. You will notice that it 
is shaped rather like a horseshoe with its open . 

end closed by a straight line. The numbers along 
the periphery refer to the wavelength of light in 
the visible spectrum from 470mµ to 700mµ. Now 
we know that the wavelength describes exactly the 
hue of a coloured light, so we can write down the 
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and R we tan either regard it as a pure yellow 
hue of 570mí wavelength. or we can obtain the same effect as far as the eye is concerned by adding green and red light in the right propor- tions, Taking the argument a stage further, we 
can draw a straight line on or in the diagram between any two colours we choose, and any 
point on the line represents a mixture of tjtose two colours. The enact colour we get depends upon where that point is, i.e. upon the relative 
amounts of the two chosen colours we started 
with. These two colours are "primary" colours. 

Fig, J: Chromaticity 
diagram showing colour 
makeup in visible spec- 

trum. 

Colours outside the 
RGB tragle, 
seldans occur m 

Fig. 4: Simplified ehro- 
matiCity diagram. 

spectral colours at the appropriate points of the curve. The lire joining the ends of the horseshoe from red to blue includes the various shades of magenta obtained by mixing these two. Magenta itself does not occur in the natural spectrum and can only be obtained by mixing. 
The point C near the middle of the diagram represents a mixture of all hues in the right pro- portion to give white light. Between C and any point on the periphery, say G, we have all the shades from white, passing through pale and mid greens, to pure green itself, corresponding to light of 530m1 wavelength. Similarly we can get all other colours by choosing the appropriate point in the diagram. The -key point to note is that the 

chromaticity diagram encloses all colours visible to the human eye. These are the colours that we would, like to reproduce in colour television. 

ADDING COLOURS 
In order to solve the problem of choosing primary colours we must first see what happens when we add colours together. We have just seen that if we choose a Point g between C and G we arc in effect adding white light to pure green light and the result is pale green. In other words light of, 

a green hue but at low saturation because the green has a lot of white light added to it. In the same way if we take a point Y between G 

CHOOSING OUR PRIMARY COLOURS 
Let us suppose as in fact is the case, that it -e 

can produce really good red, green, and blue 
phosphors for the screen of a c.r.t. They are not 
perfect because they emit a small amount of light of amounted hues and so they are slightly 
desattuated-diluted with a small amount of white 
light. If we redraw Fig. 3 to avoid the diagram 
getting too cluttered, we can plot the positions of 
the light emitted by these phosphors as shown by R, G and B. Any colour between R and G can be produced by exciting the R and G phos- 
phors to the appropriate extent by a beam of 
electrons in the c.r.t. Similarly we can get any 
colour on the other two sides of the triangle by 
exciting the G and B or the B and R phosphors. If we excite all three suitably we can get any, colour inside the triangle. We cannot however get any colour outside the triangle. 

Having chosen three arbitrary primary colours our diagram tells us at a glance which colours we can reproduce and which ones are barred to us. It should be noted that the colours inside the triangle include all hues, but we cannot reproduce any of them at full saturation. All of them will be 
diluted to some extent with white light. The 
colours outside the triangle represent highly saturated colours (with very little white light 
added) which very seldom occur in nature. So we have a viable system of colour reproduction. Any other three primary colours could have been. 
chosen, but in practice the choice of red, green and blue enables us to reproduce the widest range of 
colours which occur commonly in nature, and to 
which the human eye is most sensitive. We could have chosen four primaries, as illustrated in Fig. 4, 
to increase the range, but this would introduce 
engineering difficulties in both transmission and 
reception. The fact that the human eye works in 
terms of red, green and blue primary colours 
predisposes us to use them in our television system, 
but if good phosphors could not have been 
manufactured the choice of primaries would have 
been different. 

We have discussed the chromaticity diagram in some detail as it neatly shows which of the colours 
occurring in nature can be reproduced by colour television. The range is considerably greater than 
can be obtained by printing or photography, 
However, most colours can be reproduced -by 
mixing the right proportions of red, green and blue 
light obtained from typical c.r.e, phosphors. We 
could get somewhat better coverage by using four 
primaries, but this would introduce unjustifiable engineering difficulties. 

to be -continued ' 
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TFIE oscilloscope is a "natural" for timebase 
testing, for it virtually X-rays the circuits. 
displaying on the screen for all to see the 

antics of the currents and voltages while barely 
imposing any load at all on the source. An 
elaborate oscilloscope is by no means necessary for 
timebase testing, and the simplest of instruments 
will yield an abundance of useful information. The 
surplus instruments, advertised at "give-away" 
prices, arc perfectly suitable for timebase analysis, 
and even more value is given to the exercise by 
constructing one's own instrument. However, here 
we are concerned with application in TV time- 
bases-not with construction in any way. 

FEATURES 
Let us examine a few of the features of the 

oscilloscope before proceeding further. The heart 
of the instrument, for instance, is the cathode-ray 
tube with electrostatic deflection, as distinct from 
magnetic deflection of TV picture tubes. Magnetic 
deflection can be used, and them are some designs 
for converting old TV sets into oscilloscopes, but 
this type of deflection is unusual. 

Horizontal deflection of the spot on the screen 
is provided by X plates and vertical deflection by 
Y plates. The X plates are connected to an internal 
timebase- whose repetition frequency can be 
regulated by front -panel controls, and for TV 
timebase work a frequency range from about 25 
to 50,000c/s is desirable. The timebase signal is 
of conventional sawtooth nature, giving linear 
deflection of the spot from left to right of the 
screen and then a rapid flyback. 

The timebase controls arc calibrated either direct 
in repetition frequency or in time that it takes the 
spot to move linearly over 1em of screen surface. 
A timebase setting, then, of 5mS/em means that 
the spot moves 1cn in 5mS. If the screen diameter 
is, say, 6cm, the spot takes 30mS over its forward 
trace at this timebase setting. This "sweep speed" 
can be converted into frequency simply by dividing 
the number into 1000 for mS and into a million 
for µS. A sweep of 30mS thus converts to a 
frequency of about 33c/s. Similarly, a sweep of 

20mS converts to a frequency of 50c/s. This is 
easy to realise by considering a 50c/s sine wave. 
Fifty occur each second. Thus, one occurs in one - 
fiftieth of a second, which is the same as 20mS. 
Many oscilloscopes have a transparent screen on 
the tube face calibrated in centimetre squares, 
called a graticule, allowing a complete waveform 
to be timed relative to the setting of the timebase 
sweep control. 

Only strong signals are fed direct to the Y plates. 
Low-level signals pass through a Y amplifier and 
thence to the plaids, and most instruments feature 
a built-in Y amplifier. The front -panel Y terminal 
accepts the test signal and applies it to the Y 
amplifier via a switched attenuator calibrated either 
in "times amplifier gain" or in voltage per centi- 
metre of spot deflection. The latter is becoming 
more common, and here a setting of, say, 1mV/cm 
means that the spot will be deflected vertically 
over lem by an input of twV. A calibrated 
fraticule enables the amplitude of any signal within 
the range of the attenuator to be assessed. For 
instance, with the attenuator set to 3mV/cm a 
deflection of 4cm would indicate a signal amplitude 
of 12mV. 

DEFLECTION 
Spot deflection is directly proportional to the 

peak -to -peak amplitude of the test signal. On sine 
wave signals, therefore, half the indicated value 
is peak and 0.707 of peak root mean square (r.m.s.) 
value. With the X timebase running at not less 
than about 20c/s, the spot traces out a horizontal 
line. Below 20c/s, flicker is bad and as the speed 
is reduced so the spot can be seen moving across 
the screen, 

Let us say we apply a 50c/s sine wave input to 
the Y terminal with the timebase running (sample 
signal from the mains, for instance) so that the 
sweep exactly matches the time of one complete 
cycle of input signal. That would be 2OmS or 
4mS/em with tubes of 5cm screen diameter, and 
so adjusted, one complete cycle of signal would be 
traced on the screen over the full trace. If the 
timebase sweep time is halved (frequency doubled), 
only half the waveform would be displayed, while 
doubling the sweep time (halving the frequency) 
would give two complete waveforms side -by -side 
on the display. 

OTHER DEVICES 
This is the fundamental action of the oscillo- 

scope, but other devices are featured for locking 
the display on the screen (sync) for altering the 
vertical and horizontal position of the display 
(shift) and, on some instruments only, for increas- 
ing the X deflection (expansion). This latter effect, 
incidentally, opens *up the display horizontally to 
facilitate closer examination of detail. It is rather 
similar to increasing the sweep rate on the same 
timebase setting. 

Armed with this information and an oscilloscope 
we can get to work on a faulty TV set If we have 
the classic symptom of a bright, horizontal line, 
indicating total failure of the field timebase, see 
can quickly discover whether the oscillator or 
amplifier is responsible by connecting the output 
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Fig. 1: Display confusion resulting from a "floating" scºpe E 
terminal. 

Fig. 21 This display Is clipped due to overloading in the Y 
amplifier. 

o 

o- V 

Fig. 3: This exponential drive waveform is ahtatned by the 
Charging of a capacitor through a resister and Its sudden 

:, charging through r/ow resistance circuit.' 

PART 1 

of the oscillator to the Y terminal. If the oscillator 
is working we would then get indication of the 
field signal on the screen of the 'scope. If this 
remains tandefiected vertical and we have adjusted 
the Y attenuator correctly, we can be pretty certain that the field amplifier is okay and that 
the oscillator is responsible. 

OTHER ASPECTS 
Before we go on let us consider one or two 

practical aspects. The signal should be taken from 
the output of the field oscillator to the Y 
terminal through 0dµF isolating capacitor, and the 
lead should be as short as possible to avoid pick- 
ing up too much line signal or ripple voltage. If 
it is necessary to run a fairly long lead,then this 
should be screened, the inner conductor used to 
carry the signal. 

It is also necessary to connect the 'scope's E 
(canh) terminal to the set's negative line or chassis. 

' This can give rise to complications owing to the 
modern a.c./d.c. techniques connecting .this line 
or chassis direct to one side of the mains supply. 
The best plan is to power the set through a 1 -to -1 
ratio mains isolation transformer of about 150 
watts, and then earth the set's chassis or h.t. 
negative line as well as connecting it to the E 
terminaL If screened cable is used for the signal, 
the braid should be connected to E and the set's 
"earth". However. since such isolating transformers 
arc costly, it is permissible to connect the h.t line 
or chassis of the set direct to the 'scope's . E 
terminal without mains isolation provided (i) the 
set is not truly earthed and (u) care is taken to 
ensure that the h.t. line or chassis of the set is 
connected to mains neutral. Many practising service 
technicians work and test without mains isolation, 
but dtcy are fully aware of the severe damage to 
person and equipment that could occur with the 
chassis or h.t. negative to mains "live". So beware! 
One will not get far with oscilloscope testing by 
leaving the E connection floating, hoping lot 
greater safety without isolation. The oscillogram it 
Fig. 1 gives some impression of the confusion tha 
can result on the screen without the E termina 
connected. 

Returning to the main theme, let us us suppos. 
that we get a big deflection from the oscillator. Th. 
waveform trace may convey little for two reasons 
(i) the Y attenuator may be incorrectly set an< 
(ii) the sweep speed may be wrong for the signa 
frequency. Too little attenuation will give a tray 
of insufficient vertical amplitude, while too much 
will cause overloading of the 'scope, as shown it 
Fig. 2. If the sweep is wrong a confusion of wave. 
forms will result, giving either a part of the wave- 
form greatly expanded horizontally (sweep too fast 
or a multiplicity of waveforms side -by -side (sweep 
too slow). It is best to adjust ^the sweep for a 
display of two or three complete waveforms and 
then tom on the sync for solid trace lock 
Remember, too great a sync setting will tend to 
distort the waveform display. 

On the field timebase, the 'scope's timebase 
should be set at about 25c/s or 40mS full sweep, 
equal to a sweep of 8rS cm on a tube of 5cm 
diameter. Most instruments have a fine sweep 
adjustment in addition to the switched sweep 
control, so it is easy to obtain the exact sweep 
velocity for correct trace lock. A sweep of about 
6-6mS/em will be required on a 'scope with a 
6cm diameter tube to give a full sweep of 40mS. 
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This may sound complicated, but it is easy in 
practice; and that is what is required-practice on 
a real 'scope. 

When we have set everything correctly for the 
field signal frequency and amplitude, we may 
resolve a trace something like that in Fig. 3. This 
shows that the field oscillator is delivering signal, 
at least The amplitude could be wrong, of course, 

Fig. 4: This parabolic waveform is developed at the cathode of 
the field output valve and is used for linearity correction and for 

dynamic convergence in colour sett. 

but this would affect the picture height and not 
mute the vertical scan completely. It is necessary 
to know the approximate amplitude for a correct 
scan when investigating for troubles like reduced 
height, and this is often given in service manuals, 
An average amplitude (peak -to -peak) at the field 
oscillator output is about 90V. Thus, when check- 
ing in this region, the attenuator should be set to 
about 20V/cm (with a Gem tube) and the display 
will then be approaching full screen size vertically. 

THE AMPLIFIER 
Having established that the oscillator is working, 

the next move is into the amplifier, and here it 
is best to monitor the signal across the cathode 
resistor. A typical display at this point is shown 
in Fig. 4, -which represents a parabolic waveform 
of the kind used in colour sets for dynamic 
convergence! An average amplitude across a 
resistor of about 330f1 is 1.4V, so with a 6cm tube 
we would set the Y attenuator to about 300mV/cm 
to obtain a trace towards full screen size. If we 
get no signal at the cathode, either the drive is 
failing to get to the amplifier's control grid from 
the oscillator or the amplifier valve is inactive. This 
could be caused by an open -circuit valve (zero 
emission, heater failure etc.) or an open -circuit feed 
component, like field output transformer primary 
or screen grid resistor. We can make sure that the 
drive is present at the control grid by monitoring 
here, and the waveform should be similar to that 
at the oscillator output. If all right, a few simple 
d.c. tests will prove that the valve electrode 
voltages are correct or otherwise. If correct, but 
zero cathode volts, the valve is dead. 

It is not good policy to monitor waveform direct 
on the anode of the amplifier as the high peak 
voltages here can cause trouble to develop in the 
'scope unless adequate coupling attenuation is 
employed. However, it is perfectly in order to 
monitor on the field scanning coils coupled to the 
secondary of the field output transformer. One side 
is usually "earthed" to set's chassis, so all we have 
to do is connect the Y 'scope's lead to the tag or 
termination on the other side of the winding. 

Waveform amplitude comparable to that across 
the cathode resistor of the amplifier valve should 
be expected, but shorting turns in the field output 
transformer or scanning coils will have the effect 
of severely reducing the display amplitude. It is 
the current waveform in this circuit, of course, 
which is important, and this is not monitored 
correctly simply by connecting across the coils. 
The best plan is to introduce a small value resistor 
(about 3311) in series with the field coils and then 
monitor the voltage developed across this resistor. 
The voltage across the resistor is a function of [he 
current through it, so the display will be directly 
related to the scanning current in this test. The 
signal current in the scanning coils is eqúal to the 
signal developed across the series resistor divided 
by the resistor's value, in volts, amperes and ohms. 
This current monitoring test can be useful when 
checking for field non -linearity faults. 

So far we have assumed that the timebase 
oscillator or generator, as it is sometimes called, is 
delivering drive signal, but what if our first test 
shows that there is no signal at the output? The 
move, then, is to concentrate on the oscillator 
circuit and valves, testing these in the usual 

flg. 5: The waveform at the line output tape when the Y lead d 
aosely coupled to the insulation o/ the cad to the anode o/ the 

line output valve 

manner. We will explore the oscillators waveform - 
wise shortly, but before we do this let us briefly 
consider the line generator and output stage. The 
former is virtually the same as the field generator 
in many sets, the essential difference being fre- 
quency of operation. The field generator runs at 
50c/s and the hue generator at 10,125c/s on the 
405 standard and at 15,625c/s on the 625 stan- 
dard. However, the line output stage is barely 
comparable to the field output stage (or amplifier), 
apart from the fact that both output stages trans- 
late the scanning drive voltage into scanning 
current in the coils on the tube neck. 

Line timebase failure mostly results in .a 
collapse of e.h.t. voltage, giving the classic "no 
raster" symptom. When this happens the line ' 

whistle may still be present with the set running, 
heard more clearly as the line hold control is 
turned with the aerial unplugged. This indicates 
that the oscillator is working, at least, and tech- 
nicians then concentrate their attention on the line 
output stage. It is not always possible to hear the 
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line whistle for various reasons, and this is where 
the oscilloscope again shows its immediate worth. 
Au in the field timebase, the signal should be 
monitored at the line oscillator output (or at the 
control grid of the line output valve), but to 
display line waveforms correctly, the oscilloscope's 
timebase (sweep) must be increased. A frequency 
of about half the line timebase frequency will 
resolve two waveforms, as we have already seen. 
This means that a 10,000c/s signal will show two 
complete waveforms on a 2000S sweep, and a 
'scope with a 6cm tube should lock two waveforms with the main sweep set to 30µS/cm, somewhere within the range of the "fine sweep" control. The 
time in microseconds is obtained by dividing 
1,000,000 by the signal frequency in c/s. 

LINE SWITCHING WAVEFORM 
A non-linear switch sawtooth drive waveform 

reveals the presence of line oscillator activity, and 
the drive amplitude is generally greater than that 
in the field umebase, a typical value being 150V 
peak -to -peak. «The line output valve is switched 
on (into conduction) by the latter part of this 
waveform, since the first pan of the scanning 
stroke (current in the line scanning coils) is pro- 
vided from energy reclaimed from the line output 
stage. More will be said about this shortly. If line drive is present, then attention should be 

-directed to the output stage. On no account should 
the signal at the anode of the line output valve 
be monitored direct. Indeed, the peak voltage here 
is so great that a correctly working line output 
stage will give a more than adequate trace ampli- 
tude when the Y lead is simply clipped on to the 
outer insulation of the wire to the top cap (anode) 
of the line output valve. A trace obtained in this 
way is shown in Fig. 5, where the positive peaks 
rise relatively to well over a thousand volts. A 
similar trace, Fig. 6, is' generated at the screen 
grid of the line output valve when this is fed from 
the h.t. line through a resistor. The overall ampli- 
tude is less here, rising typically to about 120 volts 
when the screen grid resistor is about 2 2h11. The 
high amplitude peaks on the line output valve 

Fig 6..Line waveform et the screen grid of the line output valve. 
Fig. 7: The ch of waveforms in a blocking oscillator. 
Fg. 8- The chief waveforms in a cathode -coupled muhivibrator. 
Fig. 9.- Important waveforms generated in the field timebase Wend the hoc cmehase (6) 
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Practical Television 
COST VERSUS QUALITY 

CHANGES in servicing techniques do not happen very 
often but it appears that colour is to bring about the 
changes, for the manufacturers realise that there are 
not enough first-class service engineers in the country 
to provide the after -sales service needed to back-up a 
regular colour service. All the manufacturers are 
providing crash training courses to ease the situation 
and some are adopting new methods. The BRC group, 
for example who manufacture under the brand names 
Ferguson, HMV, Ultra and Marconiphone, have 
opted for modular construction. 

This method of separating the receiver into a num- 
ber of circuit functions has its problems, but certainly 
makes, dealer servicing very much easier since the 
field serviceman simply substitutes modules to clear 
faults and returns the unserviceable modules to the 
maker, who employs a band of highly -skilled 
engineers specialising on the various modules. 

A similar method of servicing has been in operation 
in the British armed services for many years and is 
thus proven. However, money is no object in the 
services, so we ask ourselves - is this method going 
to put up the costs of consumer servicing? The ans- 
wer is complex and only time can tell. We think col- 
our servicing charges will be more expensive, for the 
dealers costs will be much higher 

Big strides have been made by the manufacturers 
in reliability and it is pleasing to see that the colour set 
makers are competing on quality and not the cost of 
the finished product. This is encouraging but cannot 
last for cost is the important factor once demand 
increases. 

In the main, the rental companies are responsible 
for the general poor quality of black -and -white 
receivers, because the manufacturer who can produce 
the cheapest set often gets the fat order. It is up to the 
public, and in particular readers of this journal, to 
see that this does not happen to colour receivers. 

Many people spend at least twenty hours in front of 
a television receiver every week, so why should they 
have to tolerate an inferior product, which for a few 
more pounds would give them so much more pleasure? 

W. N. STEVENS-Editor. 
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anode are stepped up even more by the line output 
transformer e.h.t. overwind to generate the final 
anode voltage for the picture tube. 

GENERATOR WAVEFORMS 
Basic waveforms generated in two most popular 

timebase oscillators are shown on their circuits in 
Figs. 7 and 8. The first is the blocking oscillator 
and the second the cathode -coupled multivibraror. 
The drive waveform from the blocking oscillator is 

often that produced across the charging capacitor, 
CI in the circuit. The valve is forward -coupled 
for oscillation by the blocking oscillator transformer 
Ti, but the oscillation is blocked periodically by 
the charge across Cl cutting -off the valve action. 
The capacitor then discharges through the resistors 
connected to CI (hold control etc.) to provide the 
scanning stroke. When the valve "fires" the fly- 
back occurs and the capacitor is again charged 
almost instantaneously. Waveform (i) shows the 
anode voltage pulses, (h) the ringing effect in the 
blocking oscillator transformer and (iii) CI charge/ 
discharge action. 

The multivibrator works by the two valves 
alternating in conduction and cut-off (i.e., switching 
on and off alternately) by the charging/discharging 
action of Cl in Fig. 8. Here V2 is cut-off and VI 
conducting while Cl is discharging and V2 con- 
ducting and VI cut-off while CI is charging. 
Diking the time that V2 is cutoff, C2 charges 
from the boosted h.e, line through RI and R2, 
and this gives the scanning drive stroke, but as 

soon as V2 conducts C2 is immediately discharged, 
and- the flyback action takes place. Waveforms in 
Fig. S are O the on/off switching of VI, (ii) the 
charging/discharging action of CI and (iii) the 
charging/discharging 'action of C2. Without C2 
connected, the waveform at V2 anode would be 

the converse of that at VI anode. 
The repetition frequency of all timebase oscilla- 

tors is controlled by the charging/discharging 
action of a resistor/capacitor circuit. This is a 

simple time -constant circuit which effectively times 
the oscillator. Change in value of a time -constant 
component could put the correct repetition fre- 
quency outside the range of the hold control. 
Similarly, the drive waveform may be created by 
the charging/discharging action of a separate time - 
constant circuit or. in some instances, as in Fig. 7, 

the action of the frequency -controlling time - 
constant also produces the drive waveform. 

To sum up our discussion to date, Fig. 9 shows 
at (a)' the block diagram of a field timebase with 
waveforms at various points and similarly for the 
line timebase at (b). It is not possible to detail 
the oscillator waveforms here, since these depend 
on the type of oscillator used (see Figs. 7 and 8). 
The drive to the field output stare is usually 
exponential in make-up, but the current wave- 
form in.the field scanning coils is linearised by the 
application of some of the parabolic waveform 
produced at .the amplifier cathode circuit. The 
amount fed -hack is adjusted by the field linearity 
control(s). The waveform in Fig. 3 drives by the 

discharging of a capacitor from a positive value 
towards a less positive (negative) value. 

The output stage waveform in Fig. 9(a) is new 
to us so far. It has been mentioned that direct 
connection here, as to the anode of the line output 
valve (and, indeed, the anode of the e.h.t. rectifier!), 

can be. dangerous., However, since many sets feed 
a pulse back from this circuit to the grid of the 
picture tube for field blanking, the nature of the 
waveform can be important when diagnosing for 
trouble resulting in the show of flyback lines on 
the picture. Figure 11 shows an oscillogram of 
the signal voltage at the anode of the field output 
valve, obtained via an anenuator probe. Here the 
'scopes Y attenuator was set to 100V/cm, so the 
amplitude of the display shown corresponds to 

Fig. lo- Cottage waveform at the anode of the held output 
valve. Note the steeply rising pulse due to the flyback. This le 

processed by the set to blank the flyback lines. 

flyback pulses in excess of 500 volts. It is possible 
to trace these pulses from the timebase to the grid 
of the picture tube by using the 'scope as a 

"signal tracer". This technique speedily reveals 
open -circuit in a resistor or capacitor in the feed 
circuit, often being a cause of the flyback lines 
showing on the TV picture itself. Another vulner- 
able component here is the capacitor. across the 
signal pulse source. The drive waveform in 
Fig. 9(a) may have a slightly different character 
from that in (b); since this signal holds the line 
output valve at cut-off during the first part of 
the line scan, when the scanning current is being 
provided by energy drawn from the inductive 
elements of the line output stage, and pushes the 
valve into conduction during the second part of 
the scanning stroke to take over when all the 
inductive energy has been exhausted. 

To conclude, mention should be made of the 
bandwidth requirements of the Y amplifier. This 
should be at least ten times the fundamental fre- 
quency of the timebase waveform to preserve its 
shape and character. For timebase work only, 
the Y bandwidth should be at least 200kc/s. 

Tmmebase waveforms are given their particular 
shape by the integration of multiple harmonics to 
the fundamental frequency of the signal in specific 
phase relationship. If these harmonics arc elimin- 
ated, severely attenuated or changed in relative 
phase, the displays will fail to be true signal shapes 
and will thus lose their diagnostic value. The 
bandwidth also influences the rise and fall times 
of pulse waveforms (such as the display of the 
field and line retraces). The relationship between 
bandwidth and rise time is that the bandwidth in 
Mc/s is equal to 0.4 divided by the rise time in 
microseconds. -- 
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EEV VID/CONS LEAFLET 
ENGLISH Electric Valve Company Limited, 

Chelmsford, have announced a leaflet sum- 
marising the vidicons made by their company, and 
describing the many advantages of each of these 
features. Copies of this free leaflet and more 
detailed information on all EEV vidicons, including 
operating conditions, characteristic curves and out- 
line detail, is given in valve data sheets which are 
available on request from the Sales Department, 
English Electric Valve Co. Ltd., Chelmsford, 
Essex. 

CONTINUOUS TV COVERAGE 

ANEW solid .state TV camera for continuous 
reliable operation in unattended locations and 

under extreme environmental conditions has been 
introduced by the Raytheon Company. The 
RGS-20 camera is a commercially -available version 
of a similar camera developed especially for 
monitoring hazardous ateas and for information 
transfer in the U.S. space programme. It measures 
54in. in diameter and loin. in length. Picture is 
525 -lines per frame with a 4:3 aspect ratio. Other 
scan rates are however available (625, 837, 975, 
or 945). Vertical sweep rates are either 50 or 
60c/s and the unit may be installed with up to 
3,000 feet of cable between camera and control. 

RADIO & TELEVISION COURSE 
Session 1967-1968 

LONDON BOROUGH OF BRENT 
Wesley Evening Institute, Wesley Road 

London, N.W.10 
Details of Course: 

Monday 1 Elementary theory and practical 
Wednesday f work mainly intended for amateurs 
Tuesday A second year course for more 

advanced students 
Classes are from 7-9p.m. 
Commencing 25th, 26th and 27th September, 1967 

FEES: 401- one evening weekly for session 
47/6 two evenings weekly for session 
(i/ over 18 years of age) 
20/- one evening weekly for session 
2319. two evenings weekly for session 
(if under 18 years of age) 

WESLEY ROAD is a short turning off. the Harrow 
Road, about 800 yards east (Londonwards) of the 
junction with the North Circular Road. 
You may enrol now by post to: 
44 Worcester Crescent, Mill Hal, London, NW7 
CHEQUES and POSTAL ORDERS should be made 
payable to "The Brent Borough Treasurer". 

IMP WITH THE '67 LOOK 

ANNOUNCED recently by the British Radio 
Corporation is the 1967 -styled HMV Imp, a 

12in. portable TV set receiving BBC -1 or ITV 
programmes on 405 -lines. The latest dark -faced 
tube is used for maximum picture contrast and it 
is guaranteed for two years. A socket is provided for a conventional aerial in fringe reception areas 
and the receiver is provided with its own 5 -section 
telescopic aerial. The cabinet is of grey moulded 
polypropylene with a silver -coloured speaker grille. 
Price of the Imp 2644 is 393- guineas plus lls. lld. 
Purchase Tax surcharge. 

PYE-EKCO-FERRANT/ TV 

- o 

THE Pye Group announce 19 and 23in. receivers 
with rotary tuning under the brand names of 

Pye, Ekco and Ferranti. These models incorpor- 
ate a new chassis and tuner. The tuner is a multi - 
band rotary type and employs high stability silicon 
transistors. Any six channels drawn from any of 
the bands can be quickly chosen in any order 
desired on the six -channel selector mechanism by 
pressing and rotating a memory control. 23in. 
models cost 74 guineas and 19in. models 66 guineas. 



UNDER 

EACH 

THE DIPOLE 

PHEM lFhar a week in New 
York, with the SMPTE 
Conference (referred to else- 

where), a film and television 
equipment exhibition, a look 
around some of the television 
studios in the city, several looks 
at the American television scene 
at the receiving set end-and- 
not forgetting the warm hospi- 
tality of the many technicians 
who came from the West -coast 
show business centre, as well as 
the large number who live in or 

'near New York itself. 
The memory of some of that 

hospitality reminds me that even 
at 3 a.m. I was able to 
switch in four or five television 
programmes on the receiver in 
my hotel room, and at 7.30 

-a.m. I picked up six in all. 
The fow of commercials con- 
tinued as "Station Announce, 
mcnts" appeared all day and all 
night, averaging for each station 
about ten minutes (or ' so) an 
hour, inserted before, during or 
after. the usual live, filmed or 
taped programmes. Some of them 

even broke into the middle of 
news announcements, with dis- 
concerting effect. 

Quality of my black -and -white 
hotel set was very good, but the 
colour on most receivers I saw 
elsewhere (other than at tele- 
vision stations) was disappointing. 
Frankly, I was surprised that 
such poor quality could be 
tolerated. Seen on the monitors 
at the television studios, whether 
"live" from the stages or ex- 
teriors or from video tape or 
telecine, the colour was pretty 
good. Sometimes excellent 

When viewed on domestic aff- 
air "colour" TV receivers, at the 
television studios, they were 
equally good. But I must have 
been unlucky with almost all 
others of the domestic colour 
receiving sets I saw. The results 
on most sets in the radio retailers' 
showrooms were mainly ruined 
by ambient light, in the same 
way as British retailers prefer to 
display the cabinets of their sets 
by flooding " the rooms with 
fluorescent lighting. 

Genuine antiques? 
Mind you, some of the cabinets 

were quite impressive, worthy of 
Chippendale or Sheraton; but 
the pictures on them sometimes 
had the undisciplined nuances of 
a three -year -old at the Royal 
Academy of Arts. The informa- 
tion or detail of the pictures was 
about the same as the British 
625- line picture, but being 
scanned at 60 fields instead of 
our 50 fields, was not subjected 
to the slight flicker noticeable at 
higher brilliances, or when there 
are large white areas of sky, etc. 

Some of the millionaire's 
"swank" sets were, in fact, beau- 
tiful pieces of craftsmanship in 
woodwork, embodying colour TV, 
stereo radio and tape, disc play- 
off and store-all immaculately 
built-in to a genuine looking 
Queen Anne cocktail cabinet, 
New Orleans' julip style. 

New York studios 
The impression British techni- 

cal visitors had of the New York 
television studios was mixed. The 
equipment and the operational 
engineers seemed to he of a high 
standard, mainly operating in 
studio stages of a type long con- 
sidered to be out of date in 
Europe - and especially in 
Britain. 

New York is dotted with tele- 
vision stages in convened theatres, 
music halls and sound radio 

GUESS 
WHO'S 
BEEN 
TO THE 
STATES? 
studios. They seemed to take 
one back to the "Wood Greets 
Empire" period of British tele- 
vision, when the -cheapest, 
quickest and smartest way of 
getting on the air was to take 
advantage of auditorium, dress- 
ing rooms, lighting and space for 
offices. Many of these improvised 
studios have been successful; 
some of them have been almost 
rebuilt while others have been 
scrapped. 

It rather looks as though some 
of the big US TV networks will 
turn slowly over to centralising 
facilities with purpose-built tele- 
vision studio stages. Indeed, the 
Columbia Broadcasting System 
has already taken steps in this 
direction with a large studio 
centre complex not far from the 
Lincoln Center for Performing 
Arts, which houses the new 
Metropolitan Opéra House, the 
Philharmonic Han, the Vivian 
Beaumont Theater, and the Jul- 
liard School of Music, all 
modern attractive buildings. 

There are so many New York 
transmitters running more or less 
simultaneously from the top of 
the Empire State Building, all 
battling by sheer weight of power 
to penetrate between the high 
buildings. 

As for the New York tele- 
vision programmes, I quote what 
else new York Sunday News 
reported Burgess Meredith, star 
of Broadway stage, Hollywood 
movies and of TV, as saying 
about them: "I muss say that, 
as a viewer, I think TV is only 
one-fourth as good as it should 
be. Too much funk, too many 
blatant commercials. However, I 
think that after he success of 
such plays as 'Death of a Sales- 
man' and 'Glass Menagerie', the 
Madison Avenue boys trill 
gradually realise that high quality 
can be commercially successful," 

Fair comment. I think. Per- 
haps British television is only lust 
half as bad as Burgess Meredith 
says of the US channels. 
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American television 
commercials 

These . commercials are very 
well -made films which are put 
out from the New York stations 
on .their 35mm. telecines, colour 
or- black -and -white. 

Quite a. large film industry has 
grown up,in this line of business, 
using all the trick photographic 
devices of film making. One of 
the most impressive commercials 
I have ever seen starts with a 
high aerial shot of New York 
City and draws slowly closer to 
the skyscrapers around Wall 
Street and the Statue of Liberty. 
It descends nearer to the Statue, 
ending with a very dose shot of 
tourists looking out of the spec- 
tators' gallery in Liberty's crown, 
where one of them is starting to 
take a photograph. 

It was a commercial for 
Kodak, involving flight in a heli- 
coptor with special steadying 
devices on the camera mounting -an expensive job in production 
and. camera operation. But .what- 
ever the cost, it was worth it! 
This .equipment was shown to 
British .viewers some time ago. 

All US' commercial filming is 
not -,so effective as this. It has 
the same "soft sell" and "hard 
sell" presentation gimmicks we 
see on ITA, 'the same types of 
interviews. the same irritating 
opticals, the same slap -happy 
film editing. 

'Non -continuity' editing 
Bad continuity in film editing 

may be tolerable in the short 
period of time in which a com- 
mercial has to put over its 
commodity or message. But when 
a full length TV programme of 
a documentary type devotes itself 
to 55 minutes of disconnected 
glimpses of the American adver- 
tising world, it^strains your eyes, 
bewilders your brain and bores 
you 'to tears. 

'Madison Avenue, USA was 
made by the BBC, purporting to 
reveal' the mambo -jumbo of 
pulsating salesmanship. As seen 
on BBC -1 just after returning 
from New York, I was astonished 
at the poor usage that had been 
made of good material, shots 
being joined together with little 
rhyme, and no reason, as though 
they were picked haphazard from 
a -mess. of-footage-sorry-potage. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

Unwritten rules 
Film editing and vision mixing 

for television ought to be sister 
arts. Certain unwritten (and 
written) rules were set out for 
musicians, poets, painters, writers, 
playwrights and-yes, film makers 
years ago. Alas! The days of 
contrived, shapelessness are here 
displayed in the innocent paint- 
ings of three -year -olds and the 
obscene writings of pornogra- 
phers. 

The basis of film editing is not 
merely a matter of shuffle and 
cut. It is the grammar and 
punctuation of both visual and 
sound images. For every change 
of angle, for every zoom, for 
every long shot-there should be 
a reason. Cutting just for cut- 
ting's sake can be regarded as 
bad workmanship. 

I have long been convinced 
that some film editors could not 
be trusted with the scissors to 
cut correctly a coupon from a 
newspaper any more than vision 
mixers who attempt to "punch 
up" a dramatic sequence could 
choose the right timing to press 
a fire alarm. 

BBC biographies 
If Madison Avenue, USA was 

a "miss" there must have beets 
enough material filmed to have 
another try, another version, even 
if it merely meant cutting out the 
shots which are a sight for sore 
eyes. 

The BBC have a penchant for 
the biographic technique, whether 
it is on the lines of Isadore 
Duncan's or their classic Con- tours of Genius with the 
impressive analysis of Michel- 
angelo, the painter, sculptor, 
architect and poet who lived for 
eighty-nine years and died four 
centuries ago. Christopher 
Buratall tempered his scholarship 
of Michelangelo's work admirably, 
with material largely from an 
American NBC television film 
made by Tons Priestley. 

This kind of joint venture was 
excellent, as was ABC's Saga of 
Western Man of which an episode 
entitled "Robert Scott and the 
Race for the South Pole" was 
beautifully produced by John 
Hughes. 

This feature was made in 
colour, partly recreated by the 
ABC film unit in the Antarctic 
a few months ago but also 
including-in sepia tone on 
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colour television-the unique cine 
films made by Porting on the 
ill-fated 1910 expedition, using 
a wooden -box type Moy camera. 
A great deal of the commentary 
for the film was magnificently. 
spoken by Douglas Fairbanks 
Jnr.,, credited in the title correctly -as Sir Douglas Fairbanks, - 

Strife on TV 
In the BBC's round -by -round 

series of Dispute we have seen 
the wars of management and 
labour in 1967. lack Gold has 
carried the Candid Camera tech- 
nique to its logical conclusion, 
and has punctured the pomposity 
of the jargon used in the "dis- 
putes". 

Some of the dialogue could 
have come from Galsworthy's 
Srrife-and that work wasn't 
written in 19671 The Candid 
Camera technique and series was 
evolved in USA. Its British ver- 
sion was produced by ABC-TV. 

TV exports to USA 
There is no doubt that many 

old British cinema films plus 
films specifically made for tele; 
vision find their way to the 
American market these days. Not 
many video taped subjects seem 
to be showing. But the cinemas 
along Broadway and 42nd Street 
were almost monopolised by films 
made in British studios, many of 
them backed by Americºd 
money! From one street corner 
I saw seven cinemas flaunting 
huge advertisements, five' of 
which announced British film 
titles. 

Not many years ago it was rare 
to see any British films in Ncw 
York. The frequent transmis- 
sions of old British cinema films 
on American television has given 
viewers a taste for them, both in 
the cinema and on television. 

And for the export of films 
made specifically for television, 
the ITC -Grade group has received 
the Queen's Award for Export 
Achievement, an award which, in 
another division, has also been 
won by Rank -Taylor -Hobson for 
the range of television zoom 
lenses. What about that puzzle, 
the Common Market and its in- 
fluence on the export of British 
television films and equipment? 
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ALTHOUGH most of the effort in television 
engineering is usually directed towards the 
video side, it must always be remembered 

that without sound most programmes are incom- 
prehensible.' As with designing the video systems, 
one ,must bear in mind the maximum number of 
facilities which may be required. ' 

Obviously the most important single item is the 
sound mixer and this is shown in Fig. 70, the 
general sound schematic. For most uses iust one 
microphone and amplifier is required but anything 
more complex requires the use of a sound mixer. 
As there arc many types of sound mixer available, 
the author does not propose to deal with any 
particular type of sound mixer. The sound mixer 
should have low level inputs for at least two 
microphones, and several high level inputs for 
telecine, sound, grams or tape. 

Professional sound mixers usually feature meter 
indication of sound level to avoid overloading the 
transmitter, which results in distortion. Most sound 
mixers produce between 1 volt and 250mV. and 
the transmitter gain controls should be lined up to 
give 100% modulation when the meter is reading 
maximum. For CCTV the sound level out of the 
mixer remains normal and the individual gain 
controls- on the audience public address amplifiers 
set to give the correct level for audibility and 
protection against howl -round. 

Most mixers accept high level inputs of 100- 
500mV., which is satisfactory for film sound and 
most tape recorders, but a small transistor ampli- 
fier with suitable equalisation may be required 
for the gramophone pick-up, especially if a high 
quality,. low output cartridge is used. Suitable 

M.D.BENEDICT. 

Part XII 

amplifiers can be found in books''and magazines 
about Hi-fi. For greater flexibility it is common 
practice to arrange that all input find output levels, 
except for microphones and power feeds to the 
loudspeakers, are at a similar level and use of such 
pre -amplifiers enables this. 

Monitoring the output of the sound mixer is 
by high quality amplifier and loudspeaker which 
might well be part of the home Hi-fi installation. 
Other programme distributions feed the transmitter 
or, in the case of demonstrations, the audience 
loudspeakers. 

"Talkback" is used to communicate with the 
studio from the control room. The simplest system 
of talkback is for everyone-cameramen, camera 
control operator-to tear a headset such as used 
by telephonists, thereby speaking to and hearing 
each other easily. This is not very satisfactory for 
those in the control room listening to programme 
sound, and a better system is to use this for camera 
talkback and to use a talkback microphone in front 
of the director. After an amplifier, this is fed 'to 
the talkback distribution and may be heard by the 
cameramen and anyone else wearing headphones, 
e.g., the floor manager, who controls the per- 
formers. If the power supplies to the talkback 
microphone amplifier are switched off this will 
mute the microphone. A small die-cast Eddystone 
box can be used as a base as well as containing 
the microphone amplifier. If it is not possible to 
obtain a headset, a carbon microphone as used in 
ordinary telephones, mounted on lightweight head- 
phones with a short boom to bring the microphone 
near to the mouth is a suitable substitute. An 
induction coil from a battery telephone is also 
required. Telephones of the sort requiring a local 
battery to energise can be found on the surplus 
market and the induction coil and microphone from 
one of these could be used in the circuit of the 
original phone which is usually to be found on 
the inside of the telephone case. A typical circuit 
is shown in Fig. 71, which also shows the general 
arrangement of the talkback system. It is usual 
to mount the induction coil and associated com- 
ponents within the camera, connections to the 
headset being made by a 4 -pin plug and socket. 

Normally, all inputs and outputs to the mixer 
are made through sockets on the back of the sound 
mixer, but it is sometimes more convenient to 
remote these with multi -way cable to a GPO type 
iackfield mounted in the apparatus bay. These too 
can be obtained on the surplus market and form 
a very flexible method of making temporary con- 
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Bound mixer 
(usually of this type) 
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nections with short lengths of cable with GPO 
type jacks on each end. Talkback distribution 
can also be handled through jacks and these are 
marked with crosses on the diagrams. Many per- 
manent interconnections can be made by using 
the back of the jackfield as tags. The microphone 
inputs can be remoted to one extension box placed 
m the studio into which the microphones are 
plugged. Output from each microphone is then 
fed by shielded multi -way cables to the mixer, 
thus avoiding several separate microphone cables 
trolling from the studio to the control room. 

Previous articles have described the various com- 
ponents of an amateur television studio so this 
article will attempt to show hone they all work 
together in a complete installation. In fact, no 
such installation exists, as the studio and equip- 
ment as described have combined the most 
interesting features of several amateur (and some 
professional) studios. 

One of the most important factors in deciding 
on the size and scope of the installation is the 

Fig. 71: Talkback schematic 
diagram Production T.B. 
wrl be heard 

to control m left ea - 
iel ca cameraotro/ 

right. 

Fig. 701 
Layout 

of the gen- 
t sound system. The 

power amp/dier and loud- 
speaker are used for moni- 

toring. 

space available for use. Money is not quite such 
a problem, as this series has described the equip- 
ment in a logical order for construction. Thus one 
can wait till more money can be found for the 
next stage in construction, while, the equipment 
already built will operate in a satisfactory manner, 
without any extra apparatus. However, space for 
operation is not quite so flexible and it is impor- 
tant to make the best use of the available room. 
For anything except the simplest studio, two rooms will be required, one as a control moor, the other 
as a studio. As the studio room is only required 
for actual operational use, it ran be rigged as 
required and the cameras moved in, cables plugged 
up, and the lights connected. If a bedroom is used 
as the control room, cables can be fed out of the 
upstairs windows and down to the studio on the 
ground floor. But a semi -permanent control room 
is most important. No doubt most constructors 
already have access to a permanent study, shack 
or den, and if this is not already too cramped it 
would be satisfactory. A compact arrangement of 
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equipment such as shown in Fig. 73 occupies an 
area of about aft x aft., although moving the 
apparatus bays behind the control desk and 
repositioning the Telecine/Caprion Scanner bench 
would alter this to about 10ft. x Eft. In this form 
the apparatus could be mounted in a 10-15cwt. 
van. Elderly versions of the Redford or Commer 
vans can be obtained for about £20-£40, if one 
does not mind rusty bodywork, and reliability is 

not the prime consideration. These provide plenty 
of room and are very convenient for working at 
demonstrations and exhibitions. They can also 
provide space where an indoor control room is 
impossible. 

Many other arrangements are possible and one 
of the factors to be considered is the scale of 
operation likely to be required. As most Amateur 
Television "epics" are done with a temporary 
installation using equipment built by several 
amateurs gathered together for the occasion, a 

mobile unit such as a van could form the nucleus 
of such an arrangement 

Transistor apparatus generally dislikes over- 
heating and the consequent drifting that occurs. 
Power supplies which are mounted at the base of 

Approximately aft required (minimum)- 

ssálññer 

Fig. 72 (above): Gen ralpurpose microphone amp iffier, suitable 
for taikback. 

Fig. 73 (below): Suggested contra/ raom arrangement, 
eppree,mately Oft s Slt. 
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apparatus bays should be fitted with covers that 
duct heated air to the rear. Monitors, too, suffer 
from overheating and the positioning and spacing 
the monitor stack is important in this respect. A 

window -mounted ventilator with its wide range 
of adjustment could provide sufficient draught -free 
ventilation for most applications but in extreme 
cases strategically placed fans may be required. In 
a van, a fan heater will give both heat and cooling 
as required. 

As mentioned in previous articles much of the 
equipment can conveniently be mounted in 
apparatus bays. In professional studios such bays 
are about 7ft. high as are those used by the GPO. 
For amateur television a bay height of 3ft. fin. 
would seem more suitable as the weight of a 7ft, 

Arrangement of monitors in stack 
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bay would be excessive for handling. Also, this 
bay would fit conveniently into a van. The basis 
of a bay is a framework 19in. wide by the 
suggested height of 3ft. 6in. built from aluminium, 
such as Dexion or Handy Angle, or steel angle 
welded and then painted. A base also made of 
angle and strengthened by a triangular strut to 
support the frame, which is sloped back slightly 
in order that the centre of gravity lies well within 
the base, ensuring stability. If made strong enough, 
the bays ran be used to support the monitors, 
especially if space is tight. Monitors converted 
from television sets mounted in this manner will, 
however, tend to be high for convenience. 

With a complete Installation the three camera 
control units could be mounted in one bay with 
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the power supplies at the base. All the pulse feeds 
and the mixer output should be fed ro sockets at 
the back of the bay. The ordinary sockets as made 
by Belling -Lee are standardised by the B.A.T.C. 
to allow the interchange of equipment between 
amateurs, but professional equipment uses F. & E. 
type sockets. 

VIDEO CONTROL UNIT 
Inter -connections (Fig. 74) are made with multi - 

way cable wherever possible. Using this cable 
reduces interference as all conductors are sur- 
rounded by unearthed outer conductors. All wires 
performing a similar function, or connecting the 
same apparatus should be connected by one piece 
of cable, so interference between the switched d.c. 
from the cut buttons and other supplies such as the 
d.c. controls for the camera, for example, is reduced 
to a minimum. Multi -core cable is fairly difficult 
to obtain so an alternative is to use lin. plastic 
tubing as for the camera cable and accept the risk 
of some interference. 

Cams 
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Pulse feeds to the vision mixer are looped 
through the c.c.u.'s first and then re -turned to the 
second bay and the vision mixer. This is done 
in order to equalise as much as possible the delays 
m the pulses going from the pulse generator to 
the vision mixer, and the total delays in the synca 
and composite video going from the pulse generator 
to the c.c.u.'s and thence to the vision mixer. By 
arranging the video and pulse cables to follow the 
same routes these delays would be identical and 
the critical pulse timings for the clamps are not 
disturbed. 

All the inter -connecting cables are fed to the 
backs of the bays where they are out of the way. In order to simplify the handling and moving of 
the equipment the connections are made through 
multi -way plugs, Painton or similar types. A mains 
distribution panel using 3 -pin Belling -Lee mount- 
ing plugs allows each item in the rack to be 
connected. Panel mounting plugs and the corres- 
ponding cable mounting sockets allows removal 
from the bay for maintenance or development 
stork. Great care must be taken with the mains 
distribution and the wiring must be up to the 
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highest standards with attention to the correct 
fuse rating for ,the fuses on eachbit of apparatus 
as well as a fuse on each bay. For convenience 
one main breaker of sufficient capacity allows all, 
apparatus to he switched on and off together, the 
local ON/OFF switches being left in the ON 
position. Earth loops should be avoided by using 
different signal and mains earths which are only 
connected at one point. 

0 0 n' n 

recorders working on this principle have produced 
'very interesting results, and this is a field that the 
more advanced amateur might well find himself 
breaking new ground. 

Many amateurs concentrate a lot of their efforts 
in building transmitters and highly sensitive 
receivers in order to transmit and receive other 
amateurs' pictures. Using the maximum power 
allowed and directional aerial arrays, distances of 
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Fig. 75' Arrangement for the control desk. ¡r) Camera 1 control panel with beam current. beam focus. lift and target controls. 

(2) Camera 2 control pane/ es (1). (3) TV control panel' Shift controls. volume control ¡used as a preset control) motor run. lamp 

on, and lamp bright/dim switches. (d) Sundry switches and warning kohl,: Emergency stab. amp. changeover, emergency V M.. 

sawtooth generator to line (for identification and line up purposes). Transmrssmn red warning lights and the p.g. /unction sw,tches. 

(5) Ts. mic. or base math onto!! switch. (6B 7) Vision and special eltects contro/panel: Bank faders, cut buttons for each bank. 

main bias pot for ,olay. Function selector plugs. Lift and gam for inlay/overlay, a and y bias pots., and function plugs. changeover 

switch. (8) Sound muer with faders, meter and various function sw/tches. (9) Pie -view selector button, and emergency vrsmn 
mixing /aºibl,es. 

As may be seen in the layout for the control 
studio panel (Fig. 75), the operator controlling the 
cameras also operates the genlock controls as well 
as being responsible for any emergency action to 
be taken in the case of breakdowns. Naturally, 
professional studios go to great lengths to dupli- 
cate or provide spare vital equipment which is 

brought into action by changeover relays at the 
throw of a switch. No such duplication need be 
provided except that the stabiliser amplifier in 

the special effects unit and the main stabiliser 
amplifier could easily be interchanged should the 
main stabiliser amplifier fail. In this case the 
Inlay .and Overlay facilities are lost but this is 

not as important as the operation of the vision 
mixer. A direct switching or relay operated 
emergency vision mixer could well be built and 
normally used as a switch for the preview monitor 
but in an emergency the output feeds direct to the 
studio output. Most other emergency facilities are 
either too complex or involve unnecessary dupli- 
cation of effort. 

Video tape recording is occasionally used by 
amateurs, the recorder being hir ed For the occasion, 
although some video tape recorders have found 
their way into amateur hands. As this is rather 
a new field for Amateur Television, it would be 
foolish to lay down any rules for operation and 
me. Video tape recorders for home use arc avail- 
able for £200-£300 and mostly use the helical 
scan principles as discussed by K. Royal in the 
February 1967 issue of PRACTICAL Ttlt.EVisroN. 
The other principle of high tape speeds and fixed 
record heads (perhaps using crossfield biasing to 
improve the h.f. response) would seem to be a 
promising line of development for amateur use. 
Quadruple play tapes would give sufficient record- 
ing time with 8tia. spools. The Wesgrove video 

over 200 miles may be covered when the condi- 
tions are favourable, although normally reliable 
communication is not very much more than 25 
miles or line -of -sight in hilly areas. At demonstra- 
tions, especially those in the Landon area, it is 

often arranged to receive amateur transmissions 
town various licensed stations as part of the pro- 
gramme. Off -air receivers with a video output are 
used to do this as well as receive the national net- 
works. 

Transmitting front a mobile station on the move 
has AS fascination and most of the equipment 
described is very suitable as it can be run off a 

car battery, although if it is run off the battery 
on the vehicle whilst the engine is in use inter- 
ference front the ignition system might upset the 
camera and could actually damage the transistors. 

What sort of programmes can the amateur 
expect to produce? When the programme is to be 
transmitted it must not be used for entertainment 
so that the transmissions are usually test cards, 
station identification signals and test films. For 
demonstrations at exhibitions the programme will 
be often interviews with the important personalities 
concerned with the exhibition, with a demonstra- 
tion of facilities, short films to fill out a continuous 
demonstration. For an important demonstration, 
film might be especially shot ro illustrate a point, 
in which case the film could be run in the negative 
condition to save the processing costs. Advertising 
gimmicks and amateur dramatics occasionally find 
themselves on Amateur Television. Nothing is 
worse than a blank screen or continuous test cards 
for losing the interest of the spectators. 

Once again, for reference, the address for con- 
tacting the B.A.T.C.r The Hon. Secretary, White 
Orchard, 64 Showell Lane, Penn, Wolverhampton, 
Staffordshire. 
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SMPTE CONFERENCE REPORT 
'Iconos' takes a look at the Society of Motion Picture and Television 
Engineers' 101st Conference, held in New York 
IN 1917, when 27 film technicians in Hollywood 

formed the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, 
they could not have envisaged that in fifty 

rears' time it would grow to a membership of over 
6,000, in countries all over the world. 

It was started by a few skilled lighting camera- 
men and gradually expanded the fields of its 
coverage to include sound engineers, still photo- 
graphers, laboratory processing experts, special 
effects men. Them it added colour --followed by 
television. It even altered its name to the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, a 
move which was copied later by the British 
Kinematograph Society, when it added "Sound and 
Television" to its title. 

Then came an even greater acceleration in the 
growth of its membership in New York, Chicago, 
London, Paris, Berlin and Sydney. The SMI'L'E 
became the centre of motion picture trends, tele- 
vision progress, space age electronics and the 
principal arbiter on the parameters of each medium. 

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDISATION 
International standardisation of measurements, 

techniques, gauges, navigation and hat -have -you 
are civilised trends in a modern world. Such pro- 
gress takes time when many nations are still barely 
qualified to express an opinion. Some standards 
such as the width of railway lines became the 
normal "standard" gauge for steam 123 years ago, 
thanks to the 4ft. 8' in. gauge being related to the 
basic width of plate -ways for horse-drawn coal 
waggons in Northumberland. 

Edison selected 35mm. wide film (with the 
present standard perforation) as the (drat gauge for 
the Kinetoscope, an early animated picture What 
tite Butler Saw machine, patented only in USA 
in 1893. British and French motion picture 
pioneers invented their own improved versions- 
seen on a screen instead of a peep-hdle-within 
a few months, with the same width of film 35mm. 
These standards often tally with one another, 
according to the requirements at their originating 
period. 

Unfortunately, though many sound radio, tele- 
vision or electronic devices follow one another 
with great rapidity these days, Britain is paying a 
heavy price for, re-establishing the 405 -line stan- 
dard too quickly after the war, when, within 
eighteen months a much better use could have 
been made of the interlaced lines, the bands and 
frequencies available for television, and for films 
with their multitude of width, aspect ratios, 
anamorphic optics and multiple sound tracks. 

'NATION SHALL SPEAK UNTO NATION' 
SMPTE of USA is leading the field in the Inter- 

national Standards Organisation in these fields 
supported by the British Kinematograph, Sound 
and Television Society, whose activities mainly 
concern films for the cinema, education, instruction 
and their television application. Concentration on 
other television matters is dealt with by the Royal 
Television Society. 

The gradual getting -together of the technicians 
and creative people who make feature films for 
the cinema or live or taped 'productions for tele- . 

vision, plus the growing sector who make films 
specifically for television, is becoming closer as the 
weeks go by. The search for just the right medium 
suitable for the production of coloured "staged" 
programme goes on. And this was one of the main 
objectives put before the 101st Conference of the 
SMPTE in New York. 

This was of sufficient importance to attract about 
thirty or forty technicians from England, mainly members of the British Kinematograph, Sound and Television Society, including several who were also members of the Royal Television Society. They took part in the five-day marathon of 112 
papers about modern practices in film projection, 
theatre facilities, film laboratories, film and tele 
vision techniques, electronics in medicine-and on 
film. outer space technology, etc. 

All of these items had to be assessed in the 
black -and -white and/or colour. Or rather, in three colour separations: yellow, cyan and magenta for 
films and red, blue and green for television. Slight 

One of the many items shown at the SMPTE Conference, held in New York, is illustrated at the top of this page. Known as the Filnwtic colour processing machine, it is designed to nun at 50 ft. per minute and can completely process 1óunm. (cant (front dry -to -dry) in 26 minutes. 
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TV SET CONFISCATIONS TO END 

THE penalty of forfeiture for unlicensed television sets is to 
be abolished from the Wireless Telegraphy Bill. Mr. Edward 

Short, Postmaster General, made an amendment to this effect in the 
Parliamentary standing comnurtee considering the bill recently. He 
said that the Government recognised the objections of H.P. and 
rental companies and radio retailers to the forfeiture of their sets 
as a penalty for unlicensed use by their customers. 

This amendment would apply to all installations. It would not 
be fair to exempt some classes of evader from liability to the penalty 
of forfeiture while leaving the evader who owned his set exposed 
to it. Either forfeiture should be a general risk for all those who did 
not take out broadcast receiving licences or it should not apply to 
any of them. 

Mr. Short added, however, that the power of the courts to order 
forfeiture in respect of transmitting apparatus was to remain. 

KEEPING AN EYE ON THINGS 
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Underwater cameras submerged 30 jeer off West Pier, Brighton, 
recently relayed pictures by Videotape to the Hotel Metrapofe. 

This special camera, which employs iodine -quartz /amps so 
powerful that they cannot be operated above the surface. was part 
of. the equipment demonstrated by RR Wired Services at the Ports 
and Terminals Exhibition. 

The underwater camera, 18in. long, is fully transistorised and, 
complete with all accessories, is offered by RR Wired Services 
(A Division of Radio Rentals) for £1,043. 

At Brighton, underwater surveys carried out were video taped on 
a recorder offered by RR Wired Services for £736. 

Additional equipment displayed included a document transmitter 
which, with monitor, is priced at £320; and a closed circuit camera 
with a 19in. Baird monitor se, for £200 inclusive. 

TV INSTALLATION .COLOUR FILM 
THE BBC and BREMA are working together on the preparation 

of a film on colour TV receiver installation. This will give 
helpful guidance on such subjects as degaussing, purity, and con- 
vergence adjustments. Also being invited to share in the sponsor- 
ship are the RTRA and the Electronic Rental Association. 

It is hoped to have the film ready by the first week in July which 
is the start of the colour launch period, and it is to be shown during 
the morning and afternoon test periods on BBC -2, and it may also 
be shown on BBC -1. 

The film is to consist of five parts. and although the film is in 
colour, and will be seen in colour on a colour receiver, it will be 
presented equally well on monochrome receivers. 

LITTLE DEMAND FOR 
£250 COLOUR 

SIR ROBERT FRASER, in his 
address to the 25th anniver- 

sary congress of the Radio 
Industry Club of Scotland 
recently spoke on behalf of the 
ITA of which he is director 
general. 

He said that the ITA were 
hopine to open their u.h.f. trans- 
missions in more or less the same 
order as their v.h.f. ones. and 
with the agreement of the BBC, 
London. Midlands, Lancashire 
and Yorkshire would be the first 
regions with colour. 

Sir Robert said that u.h.f. was 
liabl.ty to colour and it 

brou_h; out two immensely 
important points-the absolute 
necessity for an outdoor aerial, 
well chosen and precisely aligned 
and the fact that people were at 
present trying to receive u.h.f. 
on dual standard sets. 

Referring to the likely public 
demand for colour, Sir Robert 
said. "We have conducted surveys 
on interest in -lour and likely 
demand for colour sets (these are 
to be treated with caution. You 
can oniv ask people to tell you 
what they think they will do 
when colour comes. When it does 
come, they may act differently, 
perhaps very differently). Firstly, 
people 'want colour-not all, but 

great majority. Sixty-six pet 
cent of viewers, two out of three, 
say they would enjoy colour more 
than black and white. Twenty- 
four per cent. however, one in 
four, say they would not. Still, 
66 per cent is 11 million homes 
and that will do for a start." 

He went on to talk about the 
demand for colour sets at various 
cost levels, saying that with 
colour on all three u.h.f. services, 
about 4 per cent (640,000) of all 
viewing homes said that they 
would be prepared to buy sets if 
they cost between £200 and 
£250. If the cost were less than 
/100, 24 per cent said they would 
buy and if the cost did not 
exceed £150, then 11 per cent 
said they would buy. 

"So you see", said Sir Robert, 
"We are dealing with what the 
economists call a highly elastic 
demand. Go above 30s. for rental 
or £250 and the demand thins 
out quickly. Go below and it 
widens right,out" 
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bin important differences! Penny Plain or Thnip- 
pence Coloured as it used to be, 123 years ago. 
£100,000 in black -and -white and £320,000 
coloured, in this day and age. 

Members of the BKSTS were warmly received 
by the president of SMPTE and other officers, who 
later handed the visitors handsome medallions as 

souvenirs of the occasion. 
Five members from Britain presented papers. 

On the first day, the second item in a session 
dealing with Projection and Theatre Presentation 
was by Bob Pulman, Chief Engineer of the Odeon 
Cinema, who presented a well -illustrated survey 
on the trends in Modern Motion Picture Theatre 
Design, its equipment, operation and automation. 

Simultaneous sessions were held on the first 
afternoon on (a) Laboratory Practices and (b) 
and Television Production Techniques in different 
halls in the Hilton. In the latter, an historical 
flavour was introduced in Milestones in British 
Film Studios and Production Techniques: 1897- 
1967 by Baynham Henri, which traced the steady 
(but slow) progress from the original daylight glass- 
house studios up to the modern sound -proofed film 
factories with their complicated lighting techniques 
and photographic wizardry. 

Interesting to note that at the very start of 
"staged" motion pictures, most of the studios 
seemed to be located at Brighton or Hove, and the 
main purpose of the studio was to protect the 
scenery and props from the min! The actors and 
cameraman could use umbrellas! 

It was a natural chronological continuity for this 
to be followed up by E. A. A. Herren's New 
Developments in Stages and Equipment at Major 
Studios in Britain, which referred to new tech- 
niques, some of them borrowed from television, 
which have been introduced at Pinewood Studios. 
This address was presented with splendid colour 
transparencies, illustrating the latest television -type 
lighting grid, the super -level television floor (and 
its mobile wooden covering, available as an alterna- 
tive). Electronic aids were being gradually adopted. 

It was a coincidence that on the very next day 
of the Conference, at the big "Get -Together " 
luncheon, the principal speaker, Jack Valenti, 
President of the Motion Picture Association of 
America, urged the film industry to take stock of 
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its technical accomplishments and bring them into 
line with its artistic achievements. 

He referred to the antiquated techniques and 
equipment still used in many studios in Holly- 
wood, mentioning specific operations which had 
long needed attention, modification or replacement 
to attain better results with greater efficiency. It 
must have been of special interest to SMPTE 
members to remember that some of these sugges- 
tions are already adopted at Pinewood Studios, 
England, as revealed in Mr Herren's lecture on 
the previous day. 

There were two other papen of BKSTS origin: 
The Livingston Add -a -Vision System, the British 
method of providing television monitors (and 
wave -form monitors) as an aid to motion picture 
photography, which was given by R. B. Hale, who 
also demonstrated the equipment in the technical 
exhibition. 

Thursday afternoon's session included an infor- 
mative paper by another BKSTS member, William 
Cheevers, who addressed an interested audience 
on Planning Construction and Operation of a Com- 
mercial Television Station-Westward Television, 
Devon, England, which was illustrated with colour 
transparencies of this purpose-built studio complex 
and its equipment 

Papers on the most diverse subjects continued 
until Friday afternoon, when the 112th item was 
turned into a panel discussion on a medical sub- 
ject, for which both film and television had been 
a most valuable aid: Miocardial Revascularisation. 

Mention must be made of the Equipment Exhi- 
bitions which comprised no less than 94 booths 
occupied by about fifty exhibitors, some of them 
taking up several spaces. The Mellotron sound 
effects device and the Add -a -Vision were British 
exhibits which attracted much attention. 

It was a strenuous week for all of those taking 
part, especially the British participants who also 
took the opportunity of evening visits to various 
television studios in New York, including those 
of National Broadcasting Company, American 
Broadcasting Corporation and Columbia. 

Television, and particularly coloured television, 
as seen on an hotel TV set, at a bar, in domestic 
circles and at a television studio in New York will 
be dealt with separately. 

Aerials for- ITA expansion 

EMI. Electronics have received 
contracts for the supply and 

erection of masts, towers and 
aerial systems in the first phase 
of the Independent- Television 
Authority's three-year expansion 
programme completing its cover- 
age of the OR. 

The contracts include six new 
vh.f. aerials in the west of Eng- 
land, Wales and Western Scot- 
land, all expected to be in 
service by the summcr,.and seven 
u.h.f. aerials in the Emley Moor/ 
Winter Hill areas, to be corn- 
pleted-by-the_end of the year. 

Two new 500ft. masts are to 
be erected at Ridge Hill, 
Gloucestershire, and Hantshaw 
Cross, Devon. The Ridge Hill 
aerial installation has an 80fí 
aperture consisting of eight tiers 
of full -wave dipole panels, giving 
a directional radiation pattern 
with a maximum e.r.p. of 10kW 
towards the south east. Sited five 
miles south-west of Ledbury, the 
new aerial is vertically polarized 
and will improve ITV reception 
in Gloucester, Cheltepham and 
Hereford, transmitting on Chan- 
nel 6. 

At Hunshaw Cross, a semi- 
circular radiation pattern will 
provide an improved service for 
the low-lying coastal areas around 

Barnstaple and Bideford. Hori- 
zontally polarized, the new aerial 
has a 24ft. aperture of two tiers 
of Mesny panels, and will trans- 
mit on Channel 11. 

The u.h.f. aerials to be 
mounted on 150ft. towers in the 
Winter Hill (Lancashire) and 
Emley Moor (Yorkshire) service 
areas, are a new annular slot 
aerial recently developed by EMI 
and successfully demonstrated at 
the Hayes aerial testing site. The 
aerials will be enclosed in a 3ft. 
diameter fibre glass -reinforced 
plastic cylinder, which reduces 
the wind loading effect by one- 
third and protects both the 
aerials and maintenance stall 
from the weather. 



LETTERS" 
TO THE 

EDITOR 
TOP MARKS! 
SIR,-Top marks for the April edition of 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION. The etude "Decoding PAL" was in itself well worth double the price of 
the magazine-OLD CUSTOMER (Preston, Lanca- 
shire). 

ISSUES FOR DISPOSAL 

SIR,-I have the following issues of PRAC'rteAt 
TELEVISION: April 1950 (first issue) to 

December 1950, 1951. 1952, 1953, 1954 complete, 
1955 (except April issue), 1956 (except Match/ April issues). 1957 complete and January and 
March issues of 1958 only. 

Any readers interested before I throw them out? 
Only postage required.-R. C. OUSLEY (22 St. 
Patrick's Road, Taunton, Somerset). 

SIR,-I have copies of PRACTICAL TELEVISION, 
1958 to 1965 for disposal. If any readers are 

interested would they please send s.a.e. to the 
following address -R. L. 'KING (Point Cottage, 
Dale HIII, Sicehurst, Sussex). 

ISSUES WANTED 

SIR,-\C'ould any reader be kind enough to supply 
me with the July 1959 issue of PRACTICAL 

TELEVISION, which dealt with the servicing of the 
Ferguson 306T.-G. F. BROOKS (11 Shakespear 
Crescent, Eccles, Manchester). 

SIR,-I desperately need the following issues of 
PRACTICAL TELEVISION: May, June, July, 

October, November, December 1966, February and 
March 1967.-H. ALvstsNtt (New College, Oxford). 

TV DECLINE 

SIR,-Three factors may be partly responsible for 
the decline in TV sales (Editorial, May issue of PRACTICAL TELEVISION). 

One is that more people have cars and are out 
and about much more; another is the increaseg 
popularity of coloured films and slides projected 
onto a large screen. 

Lastly, there have been no really significant 
changes in TV since the experimental service 
started 31 years ago, apart from minor improve- 
ments in screen size, cameras, reliability and 625. 

Many viewers feel a sense of frustration in view- 
ing a dull monochrome while the commentator, 
tantalisingly describes a "blaze of colour". 

Colour long overdue, will be for the limited few who can afford the high cost of purchase or rental, 
and then only a very few hours a week will be 
given over to colour. 

SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers p/else note that we 
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of 
ea -Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes 
of commercial receive We regret that we also 
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a source 
of supply of such apparatus. 

The Editor does not necessarily agree with the apla,aee expressed 
by his corraspandanrs. 

Despite experimental work, no reasonable system 
of, even partly, steroscopic reproduction has been 
achieved, the third dimension is left for the eye 
to calculate from a flat picture-A. C. DEVERELL 
(Rickmansworth, Hertfordshire). 

625 LINES IN 405 CHANNELS 

SIR,-I have been reading Part 1 of Mr. A. O. 
Hookas's article "625 Lines in 405 Channels". 

From this part of the article it is obvious what the 
system of picture scanning that he proposes will 
be (I have had this system in mind myself for 
some time). He is obviously going to advocate in 
Part 2 of the article the use of a quadruple inter- 
lace system, with approximately 625 lines per 
picture, and approximately 15 or 16 pictures a 
second. Each picture will be scanned in 4 fields, 
where the following lines will be scanned in each 
field to avoid line crawl effects: field 1: lines 1, 
5, 9, 13, 17 etc.; field 2: lines 2, 6, 10, 14, 18 etc.; 
field 3: lines 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 etc.; field 4: lines 
3, 7, 11, 15, 19 etc. 

Such a system will satisfy his conflicting require- 
ments of a rapid flicker rate (about 60 per second) with a slow picture renewal rate (about 15 per 
second). and will allow the number of lines to be 
increased to around 625. 

Unfortunately I am not satisfied that such a 
system will be satisfactory, for the following 
reasons. It is an observed fact that the subjective 
definition of a picture is rather poorer than the 
number of lines would suggest (though Mr. 
Hopkin's attempt to explain this is probably wide of the mark, as the use of spot wobble to broaden 
the TV lines would invalidate his argument). The 
reason for this lies in complex intermodulation 
effects between the raster and original picture, and 
advanced maths, including two dimensional Fourier 
analysis, is needed to explain these effects properly. The ratio of the subjective vertical definition 
(measured in lines) to the actual number of picture 
lines is known as the bell factor. Normally the bell factor is around 60% meaning that a 405 -line picture has an apparent vertical definition of only 
243 lines. 

It has been shown that for double interlaced 
pictures, the bell factor is about 10% less than for 
non -interlaced pictures. In other words, the act of interlacing lines reduces the apparent vertical definition, which means that bandwidth saved by interlacing lines is partly lost due to loss of apparent vertical definition. With the use of 
quadruple interlace this loss of apparent vertical definition will get even worse, and this might mean that a 625 -line quadruple interlace picture might not appear much better than a conventional 405 -line picture! 
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Another pOint is that very small detail covering 
less than 4 lines will be subject to flicker. This 
flicker is noticeable, as very fine vertical detail on 
405- or 625 -line double -interlaced pictures has a 

noticeable and objectionable flicker, which effect 
will be much worse or quadruple -interlace pictures 
due to the lower flicker rate and wider line separa- 
tion in each field. 

The smaller number of pictures per second and 
the larger distance- between successive lines of 
each field also make it more difficult to make colour 
subcarriers of low visibility and high quality. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that there are 
other important but less well-known wastages of 
picture detail and bandwidth. For instance, it can 
be shown that most fine detail in most pictures 
tends to be nearly vertical or horizontal rather than 
doped at an angle. The human eye also is more 
sensitive to vertical or horizontal fine detail than to 
sloped detail. Yet present methods of scanning 
pictures actually transmit finer detail at an angle 
to the horizontal or vertical than is transmitted in 
horizontal or vertical directions. In practice this 
means that half the bandwidth of conventional TV 
transmissions is wasted in .sending fine detail that 
cannot be seen by the eyel (Conventional colour 
subi criers are so arranged as to be of such a non - 
visible nature, thus making use of this wastage.) 

Before going ahead with any scheme of TV 
transmission which appears to be economical in 
bandwidth, much research is needed, due to the 
extreme complexity of the subject. Bandwidth 
economy will become important when ultra -high 
definition TV or video -telephone applications 
become practical Until then, we should not rush 
into using any new system no matter how plausible 
it appears to be.-M. A. GERZON (Oxford). 

SIR,-I read with interest the article of Mr. A, 

O. Hopkins, proposing a three -field television 
system In this letter, I would like to extrapolate 
his arguments 'to postulate a four -field COM- 
PATIBLE system. 

I would agree that the phenomenon of scan 
overlay produces an undesirable wastage of video 
bandwidth. It also leaves unscanned the gaps 
between the lines, which makes the vertical image 
discontinuity more evident. But the solution is more 
simple than it seems: lower each alternate 
FRAME by an amount equal to one-half the line 
separation. It requires only a square -wave of less 
than a volt (dependent upon the tube), at half 
frame frequency, to be added to the vertical deflec- 
tion timebase output. As an experiment, one could 
try two divide -by -two multivibrators in series, fed 
'initially from the field -pulses. 

If our friends at the BBC or ITV could 
oblige, one could try a system of Frame Shift 
Interlace in which the transmission is made up of 
such slightly displaced alternate frames and an oscil- 
latory command signal superimposed upon the 
field -sync command pulse of each fourth field. As 
those who use unmodified receivers would not 
have any change in their scanning raster, the 
12.5c/s vibration (much too fast to see) of the 
occasional vertical edge of a tone would pass un- 
noticed; the phenomenon ix-soo rare to disturb. 
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Reception would be with a simple modifica- . 

tion; the sync oscillation would be filtered and 
detected and then fed into the deflect side of the 
multivibrator. A divide -by -two multivibrator fed 
from the field -sync separator or flyback blank- 
ing signal would than reset the shift multivibrator 
after a count of two. 

The prospect of doubling up the line frequency 
offers several advantages: even screen illumina- 
tion, double the vertical definition (with the help 
of the television companies), minimum discom- 
fort to users of the simple receivers and economy 
of conversion should they decide to keep up with 
the Joneses. A simple -to -fix kit could be marketed 
for about £1! Professional conversion should not 
cost more than £5 and Britain would again become 
a pioneer of television technology. 

There would be 810 lines on 3.5Mc/s; 1250 
lines on 5Mc/s. In colour there would be Volks 
PAL, Volks De -Luxe PAL, De -Luxe Volks 
PAL and DOUBLE De -Luxe PAL. Sharp 23in. 
screens, 25in. colour, even 30in., 40in., 50in. 
maybe. Compatability with Eurovision channels 
would be maintained as at present Domestic pro- 
grammes would tend jo be sharper, though- Who 
knows, the others may even follow suit. In the 
Common Market there would be big markets for 
such a British invention. 

I have done a great deal of cine photography, 
and am quite aware of the phenomenon of image 
flicker. This has been overstated. Against the after- 
glow of the fading previous fields, the flicker of 
newly scanned lines would be quite inconspicuous. 

So let us think seriously about Frame Shift 
Interlace. Those who wish to experiment could 
try the above mentioned experiment with two 
bistables. They can expect an ILLUSION of 
sharpness, and even more illumination. But there 
will be a 12.5c/s shimmer. And with the help of the 
broadcasting people, the ILLUSION could become 
reality, and the shimmer eliminated. --C. WERNER 
(Fulham, S.W.6). 

GEC BT1252 

SIR,-On page 379 of the May 2967 issue under 
"Your Problems Solved", Mr. W. Corkish has 

some trouble with a GEC BT1252. I have had 
some experience with this model, and if after the 
components mentioned have been checked and no 
fault can be found in the circuit, might I direct 
you to the line output valve itself. I have con- 
ducted a test on a working version of this model, 
which consisted of fitting a new l.o.p. valve type 
N339 and adjusting the width so that on the test 
card the edge of the picture was just visible. 

I have also replaced the N339 with a PL81, 
also a new valve. This valve gives a picture with 
width down about 30-40%, and the anode over- 
heating so as it is a dull red. The answer lies in 
the fact that while PL81 and N339 are listed in 
many equivalent tables as being the same, they 
have the same pin connections, they do not have 
the same ratings. So if no fault can be found 
may I suggest that W. Corkish tries a N339. It 
is distinguished from PL81 by the absence of the 
white insulators which characterise the PI -81. I 
hope this will be helpful to another reader of 
this excellent magazine.-A. BArettrl.oR (Stevenage, 
Hertfordshire). 



Your 
Probiéms 

Sólvéd;"6 
Whilst we Ire always pleased to assist readers with their technical 

d,Hiculties, we mares that we are unable to sweaty diagrams or prom's 
uctons for msd'/wng surplus equ.pment. We cannot supply 

alternative detals toe c nstruclronar ertrc/es which appear rn these 
Pages. WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER 
THE TELEPHONE. The coupon horn pogo 476 must be attached to 
all Queues and a stamped and addressed envelope musvbe enclosed. 

SOBELL ST285 DS 
I would like to fit a u.h.f. timer. Could you let me know what type or make of tuner to use also what estra components are required? - H. Shepherd (Rotherham, Yorks). 
Only the tuner is required and this can be 

obtained from a Sobel' dealer or from one of the 
advertisers in this magazine. 

MURPHY V310 
The fault is a horizontal concertina effect which 

affects the whole of the screen, but principally the 
bottom two-thirds. The whole process is fairly slow and the movement between } and }in. It 
appears to be worse on ITV. The fault originated with the bottom of the picture progressively stretch- 
ing but after the controls were adjusted to the 
minimum point the present fault appeared, the 
net effect of which is to give a picture varying 
between circular objects showing as a perfect circle, and egg shape.-L Harding (Hayes, Middle- 
sex). 

Your symptoms are due to horn within the frame 
timebase coupled with a synchronous transmission, 
since both broadcasters have now unlocked their 
405 systems from the mains. We advise you to 
check the 30P12 field output valve, and the main and secondary smoothing capacitors. This is easiest done by obtaining a good electrolytic of about 
100µF value, and bridging it across each electro- lytic in turn. 

DECCA DM22/C 
Could you please inform me what is involved in converting my TV to receive BBC -2.? D White 

(Markethill, Co. Armagh, N. Ireland). 
Although a u.h.f. tuner can be fitted with an i.f. 

panel with output to the c.r.t. and sound output the trouble is getting the line output stage to work on the 625 standard. Whilst the frequency change 
is quite easy the line output transformer and the 
scan coils do not take kindly to modification and we do not recommend it. 

PYE C17 
Over the past month the following fault has 

developed. An inch across the bottom of the screen 
is blank, above this there is a bright band approxi- 
mately 4in. deep across the When 
examined this looks like very narrow raster lines. 
When wards appear on the lower portion of the 
screen in this bright section, they are upside down. I have changed the PL81, PY81, EY86 and the 
100 + 200u F electrolytic but without any improve- ment.-T. A. Gillespie (Liverpool 12). . 

Your trouble appears to be in the field output 
stage, whereas you appear to be looking for- it 
in the line output stage. We advise you to replace the PI -83 (PCL82 in later models) field output 
valve which is at the back of the set adjacent to the 
loudspeaker plug. 

PYE V810/A 
I cannot get full width of the picture wills the 

controls set at maximum. The sound is low and 
distorted. The picture takes four or five minutes 
to come on and I suspect the h.t. rectifier. Could this be replaced with a silicon rectifier: The line linearity control coil also gets very hot.-IL 
Mattinson (Cleator Moor, Cumberland). 

You can indeed replace the h.t. rectifier by a 
silicon diode, but you may have to fit a 20f1 5 -watt 
surge limiter in serfs to prevent excessive ht. The line linearity choke normally gets hot but not unduly so. and this may be contributing 
towards your low width, We advise you also to 
check the line output valve and its screen grid 
dropping resistor which may have changed its 
value. 

K -B O V30 
After collapse and loss of picture, sound remained 

normal. Only a weak spark could be drawn from 
the e.h.t. lead when removed from the c.r.t. The SOCD6G, PY83 and R19 were tested but pro- 
nounced all right.-A. W. Dorn (Birmingham .14). 

We would advise you to check the PCF80 video amplifier-line oscillator. Check the boost line 
capacitors if necessary (02µF 1kV etc.). 
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LA WSON BRAND NEW CATHODE RAY TUBES 

The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very 

highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY 99" 
range of television tubes. 
SPECIFICATION: 
The new "Century 99" range of C.R.T.s ere the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All 
typos are exact replacements, manufactured to the orlgmal specification but m m corporaicng the very latest design Improveents 
to give superb performance. coupled with maximum 'shabbily and very long life. 

"Century 99" C.R.T.e, available as direct replacements for the following makes and types 

MDLLARD 

M/AMMOAWab°0 
W42I154 AW36-21 

1011/96/ 7.4 

MWa1111 
watlte Twin Panel 

MWIt/tl Types 
I6144 A41 -12W 

MWS916o A50 -16W 
MWU/?D A50 -13W 
MWa319a 
A W59-91 
AW59-90 
AW5320 
AWM399 
AWM391 
AW41-M 
AWe7-W 
AW4a-09 , 

AW419e 
AWeJiO 

M 

A atinesA AZD MISCOPE 

CRM1eI CME19o1 C1C122.61M C115 
MITRON 

C1121121 conexa C1e21 C111/7AEMIa 
uncut CME19o9 C11G71 C1911eA 4115 

Cn1/1194 CME9101 CHINA CI9110A0 4115G 

CeM1a1 C10E2104 C1t712 CI 9/01 III 
CRM1a2 CME7301 C14LM C10AK POT 

C11611a3 CME9309 C1e1921 c91ItA M 
C102144 CME9203 C111A CY1lA NW 
01M157 C174A C91AA 1e1094 

CeM171 TwlnPen.l CI Me C411112 17ARP4 

CRM112 Type. C177A C2111M 17ASP9 

C1121173 Cl/AA C012)10 177670Pt 

CRM911 CME190e C112.f C21521 e1CJPe 

0n2121e CME2I06 C171151 =We SE1e/70 

CME1a1 C17FM C9377A 9E17/14 

CMEI407 C17GM C23 -TA 
CME170e C11102 C93AG 
CME1303 CI702 C23AK 
CMEt705 C171_12 

CME1706 C17PM 

12' .. £4.10.0 
14' .. £5,10.0 
17' .. £5.19.0 
19' .. '£6.19.0 
21' .. £7.15.0 

Terms. 

Carr, and 

Ins. 10/- 

2 
YEARS' 
FULL REPLACEMENT 
GUARANTEE 

Complete fitting instruction. supplied 

COLOUR 
TELEVISION 

SCHOOL 
DAYLIN ELECTRONICS ANNOUNCE A 

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE IN THE THEORY 

AND PRACTICE OF COLOUR TELEVISION 

A series of 10 lessons dealing in detail with: 

Colour mining, the 
PAL colour 

system. colour receivers, de- 

coders,circuits. convergence. waveforms, set-up 
procedures. test equipment fault finding, typical circutts. 
This course is designed for engineers who will be called upon 
to service colour television receivers within the new ten months. 
Liven guidance throughout the course. Test questions with 
each lesson. Model answers supplied 

Fee for the complete course 10 guineas. 

I- 
Jo: DAYLIN ELECTRONICS LIMITED 

32 PARKSTONE DRIVE 
SOUTHENDTHEND-ON-SEA,'ESSEX 

Please send, without obligation, details of your colour 
television course. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

I- 

I 

GEC A COSSOR el.a 
ELECTRIC CTRIC 

141K 
111K 
172K 

41011 

7102A 

12WA 
72042. 
1205A 
740111, 
7MSA 
7M6A 
7501A 

1503A 
7304A 
7661A 
77mA 

LAWSON TUBES 
STATION ESTATE. MALVERN, 
Offices 
18 CNuocaoowN ROAD 

MALVERN. WORCS. MALVERN 2100 

VALVES SAME DAY SERVICE 
NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEEDI 
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PYE CONTINENTA4 14 

I cannot get any vision, raster etc., have tried 
the brightness control and nothing happens. PY81 
is OK but not much spark on the anode of the 
c.r.:., also the voltage across its heater is 16 volts.- 
C. Maloney (Skelmersdale, Lancashire). 

You have a variety of causes which would pro- 
duce your symptoms, Suspect defective scancols, 
line output transformer, or even a defective cathode 
ray tube. This latter may be the most likely cause 
since its heater voltage should only be 6.3, and not 
16 as stated in your letter. 

EKCO 7380 
I have replaced resistors as indicated and I now 

have the set working normally, except for the 
field output stage. When first switched on the 
set functions more or less normally with the picture 
top slightly stretched and the bottom slightly 
cramped. After ten minutes or so, this becomes 
worse leaving approximately 2in. at the bottom.- 
F. T. Osborne (Wood Green, N.22). 

We would advise you to check the field output 
valve and associated comnonents if necessary. The 
linearity control is a preset above the field output 
valve on the front side of the paneL 

GEC 87302 
I recently made a small repair to the timebase 

panel. On re -assembling same, a short occurred 
causing one of the 6611 mains dropper sections to 
get red hot. After removal of the short, I switched 
on again but the set appeared dead. No sound or 
vision, all valve heaters were glowing except the 
U47, and there was no e.h.t.-J. W. Geoffrey 
(Upholland, Nr. Wigan). 

It is possible that a short occurred in the h.t. rectifier. This would make the current surge 
limiter section of the dropper red hot. Replacement 
may then fail to restore ha. voltage. This would, of count, result in total sound and chit. failure 
in spite of the valve heaters glowing. Check bet- 
ween rectifier "anode" and the mains input. 

BUSH TV 56 
When the set is switched on there is only a 

small picture in the centre which gradually opens out but fails to fill the screen Both the height and 
width controls are at maximum.-J. Watkin (Westbury -on -Severn, Gloucester). 

The trouble is undoubtedly due to low valve 
emission. It would be a good plan to replace the h.t rectifier and line timebase valves i.e, PL81, 
PY81, ECC82 and the two PY82's. 

EKCO 7293 
There is no raster; the sound is quite good but 

there is quite a large amount of background hum 
when either ITV or BBC is correctly tuned. All 
the valves heat up and, after about two minutes, 
a blue glow develops in the line output valve. 
This valve has been changed for an older one 

from another TV but there is still no difference. 
The voltage on the c.r.t. first anode is 100V.- G. D. Sloan (Cobham, Surrey). 

We suggest that you check the e.h.t. rectifier 
on the top of the line output transformer. Also, 
check the line timebase génerally. 

FERGUSON 743T 
There are about four separate pictures side by 

side and there appears to be some foldover on end. It would appear that the line speed is therefore in- 
correct. The field timebase is not affected.-D 
Coates (Wallington, Surrey). 

The trouble certainly lies somewhere in the line 
timebase generator circuit. A change in characteris- 
tics of a transistor or component is most likely 
responsible. However, before contemplating oscille., 
for transistor replacement, check the components 
directly associated with the line hold control, for 
one of these may have changed 'value, putting 
the correct line speed outside the range of the 
hold control. 

MASTERAD/O 4002 DST 
The fault is nearly complete loss of sound on 

channel 4, other channels remaining up to strength. 
Please indicate the position of the tuner slug in this 
type of tuner-it does not appear to be accessible 
from the front of the set-F. J. Campodonic 
(Pembroke Dock. Pembs). 

If you switch to channel 4 and remove the 
knobs you will find a hole through which a non- 
metallic trimming tool can be passed to adiost the 
oscillator coil core. An alternative tuner is some- 
times fitted and the access may then be from the 
side. Check the PCF801 valve. 

FERGUSON 2457 
Several weeks ago, the picture began to flicker 

and a double image eventually appeared. This was 
later accompanied by cramping at the bottom of 
the picture.-P. B. Golding (Carlton, Nottingham). 

Check the field timebase oscillator valve. If this 
is satisfactory and substitution fails to effect a cure, 
check the field sync feed from the sync separator 
to the generator section, especially the interlace filter diodes. It all is well here, suspect the field 
output transformer. That is, if you are absolutely 
sure that the field valves are okay. 

PAM 802 
It is not possible to hold the picture (field 

scan) for more than ^about sixty seconds. The 
sync separator valve has been changed, also field oscillator and output valves. A check do associated 
electrolytic capacitors was carried out without find- 
ing any fault. 1 have also tried to obtain a service 
sheet for this set without success. I would apprec- 
iate it if you could give me any information on this.-R. Palmer (Hanwell, London, W.7.). 

The nearest equivalent to your Pam 802 circuit is the Pyc V210, service sheets for which ought 
to be freely available. We suggest you check around 
V13 ECC82 sync separator stage, checking parti- 
cularly C53 (180pF) for loss of capacity. 
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V/DOR CN4218 
A short while ago whilst soldering two new 

leads to the loudspeaker I displaced the cores of 
coils L4, L5 and L6 and my efforts to realign 
them have proved unsuccessful. I suspect that in 
my efforts I have damaged one or more compo- 
nents since at one time I managed to tune in the 
BBC's f.m. transmissions, on which 1.4 had 
little or no effect. Could you please suggest a way 
of curing this fault?-A. H. McLean (Tresco, 
Isles of Scilly, Cornwall). 

Misalignment can only be cured, of course, by 
realignment! Sadly, there is no easy way out of 
your problem. If the set is out of alignment due to 
core alterations, and this seems likely, then you 
will have to have it realigned by a dealer if you 
have no suitable instruments and service manual. 
It is impossible of course for us to say whether you 
havedamaged other components in the set. 

DECCA DR61 
I am moving to Cork City, Republic of Ireland. 

I. understand that BBC -1 and Telefis Eireann can 
be received in that area. Will the above set receive 
these programmes, or will it be necessary to have 
it adjusted.-E. E. McMahon (Birmingham 22A). 

This receiver uses the THORN (Ferguson) 
850 chassis. The turret is fully loaded for reception 
of all channels. 

STELLA 1043A 

No picture or line whistle. Replacement line out- 
put transformer fitted, plus associated valves DY 
86, PL36, and PY800-no improvement from this. 
Prior to this, there was a reduction in sound 
an plugging in the armchair control unit.-J. Clare 
(Oldham, Lancashire). 

The trouble could exist either in the line time - 
base generator or line output stage, and there is no 
clue at all in your letter with regard to this. Listen 
very carefully for the line whistle with the aerial 
removed and when the line hold control is 

operated over its full range of travel. If a weak 
whistle is heard you can be sure that the generator 
section is working. In this event, check the screen 
grid feed to the line output valve, 
booster reservoir capacitor and associated com- 
ponents. Otherwise, concentrate attention on the 
generator section. 

I QUERIES COUPON I 

I This coupon is available until JULY 21st, 1967 and must I 

company 
all Queries sent in accordance with the notice I 

I on page 473. I 

I PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JULY, 1967 .I 
I 

TEST:CÁSVE4:r 
Each month we provide a interesting ca., of television 

servicing to exercise your ingenuity. These are nottrick questions 
bet are based on actual practical faults. 

Faults on a Bush 13SBRU chassis were 
io described as the picture jumping up and 

down in time with the sound and the sound 
maned by the presence of a loud, rough buzzing 
noise. These symptoms at first appeared to simple 
sound -on -vision and vision -on -sound, and since the 
set was working in an area of abnormally high 
signal field crossmodulation due to overloading was 
suspected. 

However, the faults persisted even when the 
aerial signal was attenuated to the extent of noise 
(grain) appearing on the picture and it was even- 
tually found that the buzz on sound was present 
without an aerial signal and that its tone varied 
as the field lock central was rotated. 

Tests were made on the smoothing end bypass 
capacitors in the relevant circuits, since the sound 
buzz, at least, was due to some leakage or coupling 
between the field timebase and sound circuits. 
-le was discovered that the faults could be 

eliminated by pressing in the control knob of the 
volume potenttometer. What was the most likely 
rinse of this coupling between . the sound and 
vision and audio circuits? 

The answer will be given in next month's 
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, along with a further item 
in thº Test Case series. 

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 55 

Page 429 (last month) 

When any television fault has thermal connec- 
tions attention should always first be directed to 
the components that themselves generate heat. 
This is why the valves-especially power -type 
valves that get really hot-should first be checked, 
preferably by substitution, since there arc few 
valve testers that can claim to check a valve under 
full load and at full working temperature. 

In the Test Case, however, the suspect valves 
were checked by replacing with good ones and the 
fault persisted. The next move would have been 
for the technician to investigate any components 
in the line circuits that run hot or fairly warm. 
In the chassis concerned the screen grid of the 
30P19 is fed from the ht. supply to two 1.5kfl 
resistors in series, and these get quite warm. 

In several cases they have been known to reduce 
in value, from their nominal 1.5h11 down to about 
400 ohms over about an hour. A test of their 
resistance when hot proved that this was, in fact, 
the cause of the trouble, replacements fully 
clearing the trouble. 

Pnaehed on or aboat the ad ereach 0+0/5f56 OroF:OROE NEtrNEs Lldtrl'£n.lbwerHouae. 90utha0pten street. Loadun. W.e2 end 

0r ted 0 rss W1GH WasJ L aLSÓ mFlonmS neie Ltclud nJ pea5aatld5er5 metY4r To taaY pu'ttel Ute WotlC lLYA . ON 1 
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RESCREENED 
RE -ALUMINISED 

Regular buyers of Suffolk 
and Midland Tubes have 
learnt to rely on their out- 
standing quaflty. Every 
Tube fully guaranteed 
with proved performance 
ree/abi/it y. 

PRICES FROM C4.0.0 EACH 
The largest ndependerlf rebwmers 

in the U.K. 

PRACTICAL TELEVISION 

.« 
Tt}e ..aV 
!=CS- 

te 

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD 
B 1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD 

PUTNEY LONDON 5.W.15 
,. TWM Vandyke 4304/ 32C.7 

MIDLAND TUBES LTD 
477/453 OLDHAM ROAD 
MANCHESTER 10 ' 

- Tale Callyhuree'4413 

477 

F TOAMBIIIOUSENOINEERS - Tilt LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 

Have you sent for your copy? 

ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES 
e btu-h'e rte ormetivc I32 -page guide t 

ythe tee,., paid engineering Nests. I tells 
for 

how you 
Bed 

q rek1Y 1reDare ar home 
d outlines u wonderful range ofneoderte Home Study Courses In on benechem of Engineering. This unique book ale° given lull detail* of the Practical Radio Si Elec- tronic Coupes administered by 

Specialist Electronics Training Divr-ion- plains the benefits at ur Appointments 
Dept.t and shot. 

odo 
yen 

Dho 
how to qualely tor five pro year. 

SATISFACTION OR 
REFUND OF FEE 

Wbat'Ter m < a, Toro 
redivr T. le n 

dog a . imreeá t soxEEStgp ovyoeroanus^ 7e.r-7151 

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING 
TECHNOLOGY 

(Dept. 3016), Aldermaston Court, Aldermaston, 
Berkshire 

WHICH IS YOUR 
PET SUBJECT 

M echan.ei leg. 
Electrical Eng. 

Civil Engineering 
Radio Engineering 
Automobile Eng. 
Ac,eneuticel Ene. 

Production Eng. 

Building. Plastics 
Draughtsmanship 

Television. etc. 
B.Sc. 

City b Guilds 
Gen. Cert. et 
Hegelian 
etc_ etc. 

PRACTICAL 

EQUIPMENT 

INCLUDING 

TOOLS I 

º 
atR erne, l erese 

Am.I.E.R.E. G 
n.L' ..T.w)4en+e 

Gu1W 
RaeeAmateuirEenm. 

A.DrP R.T.[.B.GlnlaeaM p" e Ta.S. ce.na,n, e, "w¡ 
R,améfeTnral 

aleion 

gm r. rver I+i..rÑ...a. 
Elee 

ErNeeroarwBeerme w. neewr.,rg., 
Amumanw 

Lap COUPON F=7P 
Please send me sus FREE 13:.pege 

"ENGINEER,NG OPPORTUNITIES" 
{Write it you putter not ea cut page 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

SUBJECT OR EXAM 
THAT INTERESTS ME 301B 

THE -B:1.E:Ta, IS THE; LEADING, INSTITUTE OF ITS. KIND -IN THE WORLD 
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SETS & COMPONENTS 

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A.E. for itemised 
v a list. AJAX ELECTRONICS, Ile 
Rombold Road. Fulbum S.W.6. 

BARGAIN PARCELS 
Any 10 valves below for 14/- or 

any 100 Valves for £6. 
P,CFBO, PCC84. PY81, PY800. PY82, 
P1.36, PL81, PCL82, PCL83, EY86, 
ECL80, ERN), EF85 EF184, EB91, 
ECC82, EBF89, 30C15. 3OPL13. 30PL14. 
30FL1, 6----30L2. 30F5, 20P4. 30P4. 
All valves tested. P.'6 P.2/-. Three BY100 
type Rectifiers 10/-. 50 Television fuses. 
mixed, 5/-. 100 mixed capacitors, 5/- 

VELCO ELECTRONICS 
49 Bridge Street. Ramabottom, 

Bury., Lancs. 

EX N.E.V. C.C.T.V. Camera and Monitor 
Circuits. S.A.E. for list. LO W E, 62 Browns - 
wood Road. London. N.4. 

TUBES, AERIALS, VALVES 
U.H.F.atNalsrlseds 11 A 111 aerials.U.H.F. 

boosts,. LT.. 
boosters. Ilegunned TV tubes. Valves, etc. 
New and second-hand TV sc Tr ...tor 
Radios and t of electrical 

Cobggna 

Coaxlal cable. t lightfittings. 
istp/oe0th trade aod .0. Or 101. 

G. A. STRANGE 
BROADFIELD, NORTH W'RAXRALL. 
a. CD1pp008am. Wits. TeL Harcbneld 116 

STOP 
FULLY GUARANTEED LO.P.T. 

REWINDING SERVICE 
A leer of the types r listed below:- 
BUSH TV 53-66. 

PHILIPS 17YU,17TG10U, etc. All at 50/. 

NEW FROM STOCK 
U25 Type EXCO. slate model. PEE200406. 
FERGUSON 606-186 306-307 All a1451- 
FERGUSON406,402,416,4p 419 
SAE Enquiries/I- 
WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd. 

26 All Saints Road North Itenolngton 
W.11 Telephone, 01-229 9071 

RAT6Y: 41 - per Or 
üóeÍwlaÍtp ñmlnium_ii.tis\o/eNlra. 

1...7":17=r1+ÁrErtli cell 
0m1 ror 'Prumleal I'elevlslov', 

I5,11, I.ung Aerv. Lnvdon 4V.C.L 

SETS & COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP/ 
HUGE PURCHASE 

NEW BRIMAR C17AF BOXED 

Can 
rr. 0'. 010 Short neck 11eplace 

A W4}M, CME1705 ele. 

£3-19-6 
TELEVISION TUBE SHOP 

4e BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD, SP/II 

MANSTONE LTD. 
FOR LINE OUTPUTS AND 

DEFLECTOR COILS 
WE have the Country's largest Koch of Manu- 
facture.' 0001nal for Aulhorieed 

many Line output Trensmmm for r "difficult"makes, 

including Ambassador, BWd, Gorier, 
Sheeler.. P 

Phlllpe. RGO, Aspen. u. e.n .me 
Murphy 

lMui 
Fa1410.4 L.O.P.T.c M y 280. SSA: KW 
m,4lo,swlósºl7sº. erv-réan TVv. 711,12; 

SPECIAL OFFER: 
Ekba Ion ores tree or Model 1221 at 41/6, 
Toll at 4a -I T110 at OlIA 
Terms: C.W.O.. C.O.D. 1310. Poelloacking 5/-. 

or more LO.P.T.' PosUlweUng Free. 

All rd but u regret no na. eva- 
m1. same day delivery on most types. 

MANSTONE LTD. 
28 BROCKLEY CROSS, LONDON SE4 

Tel. Mew. 5334 10111 or 01-529 041915.T.D. 

SETS & COMPONENTS 
(continued) 

Re.Er R. RADIO Er T.V. 
SERVICE 

&Iva¢e Valves Uood Lmuuoo Govanleed. 
1!s 9/- INCL. s/- 

éé Ü4 I/- 41a 
EDLdO 4/9 YyeO U- son 6/- 11,7 4/- PCC84 Ih 
PCP 

tl 
0 4/- 

% 
6/- 6R 

UIYI SI- 51- PYJ6 61- 

T 
6 It I618.6, 4 3/0.1,420. 

If huh w B M1I- Eoi 4 fur our or L.ro. BYIoo end 
. s/e Iwrk paM. ua h.e oe 

tunen 
]Yao, Ü^u ivg J.ºI-. C26 4 

estrse6uLüarai,uJÓLIDm+a x uuswe.V. wet yw, 
nua 

em l4ie and over 
endues. 

pon'pal4. 

51 Burnley Road, 
Rawtenstall, Rossendale, 

Lancs. 

GUARANTEED IDEAL Mr ANY RECORDER 

TAPE World Fa moue make, 
PRICES CCES SLASPMED. 

IL HALF ICEI 
By enormo. offer a lul 
lenallHedP ter/MY u a P.V.C. tapes 

e10011 Nl-n w lordina 
CbaraOleraNee s e.e0uallly 

ubet 
y. TRY odio YOURSELF. T 

TRULY WORTH A FEW MORE COPPERS, 
STANDARD PLAY DOUBLE PLAY 

20 III T sl- 
300 III 4 200 E1 - 

s' 600' 116 5' 1360 151- 
5;' 50' 1016 00 1. ' 0 .7/- 

lG 151E r 26o0 nl_ á 
LONG PLAY TRIPLE PLAY 

Y 5l 200' 11/- 

3' sis Y 12o , a/- 
S' goo' Iota 51- 

1@d tal- r 16 
Y 1000 IEIE QUADRUPLE PLAY 

Posge 11- Per reel. 
st nee and lest S11 en Wee. 

Trade end eusrdlty mmumes weleamed. . 

TECHNICAL TRADING CO. 
r on 

Devonian Court,PPark Crescent 
Place, Brighton. 689722, 67606 

11 
52 Fraan Road. Portsmoutn 

a 

e 
East She. Saumamplen 26E61 

132 Montague S0.1, Worthing 2639 

BRAND NEW TELEVISION TUBES - 2 YEAR GUARANTEE] 
(CATHOdEON AND OTHER LEADING MANUFACTURERS) 

We hold large stocks of lop quality tubas, why buy ordinary rebuilds? Some rebuilds available. 19in. upwards at 21/- off quoted 
prices, 12 months warranty. Colour. Nmbands, etc. available. Lists. Rimband Types. 19in. £8.10.0; 23in. £11.0.0. 

CRM121. 2, 3 Er 4; MW31.16, MW31-74; C12FM; 121K. etc 
AW36-20. 36-21; AW36-80: MW36-24, 36-44; CR M143. 4; CME1402; C14BM; C14FM, etc. s £4 0 
CRM143, CRM144; 5E14/70, £4.0.0 CRM141. 2; CRM151, 2, 3; 15EP4, etc. C178M £4 15 
ÁW43-80 43-86, 43-89: MW43-64. 43-69; MW43-80: CRM171, 2, 3. 4: C17FM; CME1703, 5; C17AF; C17SM E5 15 
AW47-90: AW47-91; CME1902; CME1903 etc. £6 17. 
C19AH; CME1901; AW53-88. 9: CME2101, 4: AW53-80; MW53-20: MW53-80; CR M211. 2. etc. £7 10 
19in. Twin Panels A47 -13W; CME1906. £9.17.6 23in. Twin Panels A59 -13W. CME2306 £12 10 

(Carriage 15/-) (Carriage 25/-) 
CARRIAGE AND INSURANCE. Up to 19in. 12/-. 21 in. upwards 15/-. Twin Panels (see above). Lists, s.a.e. please. 

SOME OW TUBES PHILIP H. BEARMAN, 6 Potters Road. New LISTS BRITISH 
~ANTED 07 UPWARDS Barnet. Hew. Tel: BAR 1934/7873 (Robophone) VALVES! 



TELEVISION TUBE SHOP 
THE 

NEW TUBE Specialists 

AW43.88, 43-89.,, ..... ....£6.12.6 
AW47-90, SI ..............£7.10.0 
0W53.60 17 12 6 

C21HM,SM,TM ............f7.17.6 
CME1402 .... ..............£5,17.6 
CME1702, 1703 ............£6.12.6 

CME1901, 1903 ...... --....[7.10.0 
CMEZ101, 2104 ............E7.17.0 

CRM153 ..................E3.19.6 

171K. 172K, 173K .. .. .. .. ..f6. 7.6 

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes 
vei/Abte et f1 each less Then the 
above Or gas. 

All tubes tested below despatch and 
guaranteed for 12 months 

CARRIAGE 10/-, via B.R.S. or 15/. via 
passenger tram. Add 2/6 for Compre- 
hensive Insurance. 

Reprocessed tubes only of this type at 
present 

Midland Srockistr- 
Amateur Electronics Co., 
240 Lichfield Road. Aston. 
Birmingham. 

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP 
48 BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD 
LONDON 5.W.11. BAT 6859 

JUST SOUTH OF THE BRIDGE 
OPEN SATURDAY UNTIL 4 p.m. 
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SETS 8. COMPONENTS 
- SERVICE SHEETS (continued) (continued) 

TV SPARES fully guaranteed Makers, 
Pans. Telephone orders 

r 
nt day co.D. Line O.1'. Trans: Murphy V270/ 

280 99/6. Elmo T311. 330, 221 231 327 
series and Pyc VT4 cm., all aiRs. Most 
types stocked Send S.A.E. fir quote. 
Add er- p.yy Ekca Perr, Plastic fins., 1St-. KINGS (ORPINGTON) LTD.. 8 Cray 
Parade. Main (toad. St. Paul's Cray, Kent. 
Orpington 30566. 

SERVICE SHEETS 

uEIt VICE SHEETS (75.000) t/- each: 
Please add loose 4.1 stamp: callers welcome: 
always open: THOMAS BOWER, 5 South 
Street. Oakevshaw, Bradford. 

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, 1V. 5,000 
models- Lot 1/6. S.A.E. enquiries. TEL - 
RAY, 11 Maudland Bank, Preston - 

11 AOJO 2/-. TV 31-. Manuals 5/-. C.W.O. 
S.A.E. Model No. HOPKINS, 44 Dale 
Valley, Poole 

SERVICE SIIEETS, with free faun 6ndino 
hen, SI-. S.A.E. LESMAR, 10 London 
Road, Andover. Hants. 

SERVICE SHEETS 
4/. each, plus postage 

We have the largest supply or Servios 
Shears for all makes and types of Radios 
end Televisions, ate. In the country 
(speedy service). 
To obtain the Service Sheet you require 
please complete the attached coupon: 

Neme'. .. 

Address: 

YTo: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS 
35/36 Great Marlborough Street, 

London, W.1 
Please supply Serene Sheets roe the 
following.: 

Make. 

Model No. Radie/fV 

Model No...... _ ,.. ...... Radio/TV 

Make: ,.-..,.- 
Model No.._ _. -._ ._ _-... Radio/TV 

I also require new 1967 List of Service 
Sheets at 1/6 Plus Postage. 

(please delete hems not epplioeble) 

I enclose rem/rlence o/ ...... 
(Which includes postage) 

MAIL ORDERS ONLY (July PT.) 

SERVICE SHEETS 
For all makes of Radio. Television, Tape 
Recorders, 1925-1967. Prices from 1/-. 
Catalogue al 6,000 models, 2/6. 
Ftee fault-finding guide With all Service 
Sheers. 
Please send Stamped Addressed Envelope 
with all orders and engmnes. 

HAMILTON RADIO 
Western Road, St. Leonard', Sussex 

FOR SALE 

HIGH GRADE Vidicons. Used but in 
good working order. Data supplied ES 
each. HARRIS, 59 Highbanks Close, 
Welling, Kent. 

RECTIFIERS 
sILIIennro ' R Tv 1- or oo,nvRn .hL,.0.111100nr. ie1on 

.;le. 
Rectifiers-Contact Cooled 

Rectifiers-Fin Types 
At or 4 ps: Itsla 11/e114A9r IS/St 14A96 lé ÑRl/1; earl l7/et 14A941110/-; L9915 IS/ -1 

M1st¡ H-- 
; 

HAA mNA la/-: 1ADa910/-t aw1gYL 

MULTI METERS from 32/- ,m.w.e.4.. 1 latest AM 
i ra n anew m,k,anrt l,l,mu, 
Line O.P. Trans: all 31 each 

au,1 e,11r.146p/43 Üil. I'. 
Murphy 

I. a 1'1LLIÚ..root oL1 Pus Yree,ROC.OA 

DURHAM SUPPLIES 
176 DURHAM ROAD. BRADFORD 8, YORKS. 

VALVE CARTONS at keen prices. Send 
II- for sample and list. 1. 8, A. BOX - 
MAKERS 75a Godwin Street. Bradford I. 

WANTED 

NEW VALVES WANTED. Popular T.V. 
d Radio Types. Nest cash prix by return. 

DURHAM SUPPLIES, 175 Durham 
Road. BmJford e, Yorkshire, 

WANTED-Popular Brand New. Valves- 
R.II.N.Stamford House 338 Great Horton 
Road. Bradford 7. 

SI/It VICE SI IEE I$ purchased. HAM L. 
TON RADIO. Western Road, St. Leopards. 
Susses. 

DANIAGED AVO METERS WANTED. 
Modere 7 and 8. Any conditIon. Any ~taw. 1K70E CSo LTD.. J Dn. Send tor Road. or 
Peeking instructions. 

AERIALS 

TV AERIALS 
Bane I. H. Man Flrllno ,. .. El Is 

Moat FAdna ., el 10 
Band Ipti. 5,0 sea 4 -Array .. 119 
Band 1V. 9 E11í Ana, .. .. .. el 10 
sane .v. le Fla Array IS 
Loosing RIG Iron 101.1 Poles, Co -a, la., Grad 'A" 114. Plans Id. 
P. 6 P,419. C.W.O.,S.A.E, for Rat 

TELEIRDOST RIFE LTD, 
BREANSPEAR ROAD, RUISLIP, M14411.. 
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ITA CONTRACTS 
APPLICATIONS 

ALL the existing programme 
contractors and 15 new 

groups have applied for the new 
six -year programme contracts 
with the Independent Television 
-Authority. 
"- The contracts take effect from 
July 30th, 1968. The closing date 
for applications was Saturday, 
April 15th. 

The total number of applica- 
tions to be considered by the 
Authority for the fifteen coo - 
tracts, which were advertised in 
February, is 36. 

ITV companies prepare for 
colour 

IN preparation for the new ITV 
colour service, four programme 

companies have placed orders for 
colour television cameras with 
The Marconi Company. Twenty- 
nine Marconi Mark VIIs are to 
be supplied to ABC Television, 
ATV. Granada and Rediffusion. 

Before the colour service 
begins, cameras will be used for 
making colour recordings for 
export; for example to the North 
American programme companies 
who have already an established 
colour service. Up to now, a 
number of British programme 
companies have been recording 
colour programmes on film or 
video-tape. The growth of colour 
television in North America and 
the complementary growth in the 
demand for recorded material, 
could mean a big increase in the 
guanúty of exports from the 
United Kingdom in this field 
from now on. 

FIRST LIVE COLOUR TV 
IN MEXICO 

TELESISTEMA Mexicano 
S.A., who operate the three 

most important television net- 
works in Mexico, arc to start live 
transmissions in colour this sum- 
mer, using Marconi Mark VII 
colour cameras. Trlesisrema Mexi- 
cano, who started regular telecine 
transmissions in colour early this 
year, will transmit live colour pro- 
grammes on channels 2. 4 and 5, 
in Band I, in Mexico City, and 
these will also be relayed to 
repeater stations across the entire 
country. It is expected that colour 
programmes will also be recorded 
on tape, for sale to other 
countries. 
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Royal Television Society Awards 
THE Royal Television Society has awarded the following Premiums 

for outstanding papers read before the Society in 1965/66:- 
The Mallard Premium to C. P. Stewart and D. W. Burman of the 
University of Sydney for their paper ma "Tertiary Education by 
Television at the University". 
The Wireless World Premium to W. J. Morcom of The Marconi 
Company for his paper on "U.H.F. Translators". 
The E.M.I. Premium to W. Silvia (Ampex Ltd.) for his paper on 
"Domestic Video Recording". 
The Electronic Engineering, Pye and T.C.C. Premiums are nor awarded this year. 

These awards were presented to the recipients at the Fleming 
Memorial Lecture on Friday, April 21st, 1967, by John Ware, 
Chairman of the Royal Television Society. The award will be sent 
to Messrs. Stewart and Burman who were unable to attend the 
presentation. 

The Fleming Memorial Lecture was given by Dr. R. W. G. Hunt 
(Research Laboratories, Kodak Ltd.). The subject was "The Strange Journey from Retina to Brain". This meeting was held at The 
Royal Institution, Albermarle Street, London, W.I. 

Oxford BBC -2 Television service 

This service is broadcast on Charnel 63, horizontal polarization: Vision frequency is 80725Me/s and sound frequency 813.25Mc/ . 
Maximum vision c.r.p. is 500kW. 

The limit of the service area is roughly indicated by the dotted band on the map. The BBC stare that as usual this must not be 
interpreted as a rigid boundary and reception may be possible -at many places outside it. Also, because the quality of reception on u.h.f. can vary at places only short distances apart, dare are, inevitably, small pockets of poor reception within the service area which cannot be shown. 

INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR GUIDE 
AVO (MI Group) has produced the third edition of its Transistor 

Data Manual. This international reference book gives in -line data for more than 8,000 transistors including those of Russian manufacture. A comprehensive list of transistor equivalents is included with commercial equivalents of Service transistors and connection diagrams. Copies of the manual are available from the Spares Department, Avo, Avocet House, Dover, Kent. Price in the UK postage paid is £2 5s. 
. 
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EDUCATIONAL 

CONVERT ANY TV SET into an 042110 - 
pe. Instructions and diagrams 12!6. 

REDMOND, 42 Dean Close, Portslade, 
Sussex. 

TECHNICAL TRAINING 
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REBUILT TUBES! 
You're safe when you buy from 

RE -VIEW! 

* 

Each tube is rebuilt with a completely 
new gun assembly and the correct voltage 
heater. 
Each tube comes to you with a guarantee 
card covering it for two years against all 
but breakage. 
Each tube is delivered free anywhere 
in the U.K. and insured on the journey. 
Each tube is rebuilt with experience and 
know-how. We were amongst the very 
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding 
television tubes. 

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES 
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON, 
SURREY. Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735 

11%..ao 

HERE IS WHAT YOU 
PAY: 

12in... .. £4.15.0 
14ín... .. £5. 0.0 
15in... .. £5. 5.0 
17in... . , £5. 5.0 
19in... . , £5.15.0 
21in... .. £7. 5.0 

Cash or cheque with 
order, or cash on delivery 

Discount for Trade 
Old Tubes Purchased 
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These are three of the finest watches in the world 

AUTOMATIC 
DAY -DATER 

A` 

1 «`©, SPORTAMATIC 

k 

SPORTSMAN 

*SEIKO 
MODERN MASTERS 

OF TIME 

Makers of precision watches of beauty, 
accuracy and life-long value 

AUTOMATIC DAY -DATER. A magnificent 21- 

Jewelled Automatic. with stainless steel case and 

bracelet Calendar showing date and day of the week. 

Push Crown dato adjustment. Waterproof to 3 atmos- 

pheres, concealed handsel button. £17 18s. Od. 

SPORTAMATIC. With stainless steel case and brace. 

let. Automatic concealed handset button. Waterproof 
to 3 atmospheres (30 metres). £13 1, 3d. 

SPORTSMAN. A gold-plated watch of eimple 
classical beauty. Calendar and padded leather strap. 

£9 15s. 60. 

_- 

aim Pm Wele*lu uumn,lSMa -- 
wee te 

nithem aitN-leaáiant the w,y,yu, air 
merit tot the I%e 01rnptr Ganr ,e9 

a - T -.jgg,~heoaee."..` a ... . 11.o. 

. 

You can rely implicitly on all SEIKO watches 

Every one has at least 17 fully functional jewels and 

the Automatic 'Day -Dater has 21. Every SEIKO move- 

ment has a Coelinvar anti -magnetic hairspring and 

Diashock shock -resistant device. A Diaflez unbreakable 

mainspring is incorporated and all automatic watches 

have a full rotor, finely poised over six ball bearings for 

longer life. All this is combined with a superb finish-the 
kind of look you are secretly proud to wear. 

Now Practical Television is offering three SEIKO models 

to suit differing needs and tastes. In every case, the 

price is the surprising thing for watches of this quality. 

And, remember, you are absolutely guaranteed your 

money back If you are not completely satisfied. 

FUSE TNIS 100% N10NEYBACB GUARANTEE ORDER FORNI-1 

Tick appropriate square for watch required 
Automatic Day -Dater £17 18s. Od. 

Sporramabe £13 1s. 3d. Sportsman £9 15s. 6d. 

I have indicated the SEIKO watch I require and my remittance 

is enclosed. I undentand if I an, not h/ly satisfied my money 

will be refunded. 

ADDRESS .-. 

Cheques end postal orders must be Crossed and made payable 

to WSJ?. Ltd. and sent to Watches Diel -eo. WSR Domed Dept, 

1, 30/32 Southampton Street, London. W.C.99. Cheques should 

have name and address on the revere,. This offer is available only 

to U.K. readers. 
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THE television coverage in this country is by 
no means complete, especially on Bands IV 
and V. Lack of coverage is often due to the 

distance from the transmitter, but in many cases 
is caused by local shielding (hills, tall buildings 
etc.). These effects occur because v.h.f. and u.h.f. 
signals will not readily bend around obstructions. 
Direct signal reception from a television trans- 
mitter is possible only when a line -of -sight path 
exists between the transmitting and receiving 
aerials. The maximum line -of -sight distance, d, is 

given by the relation d = s/ Hi + Hs X 1.22, 

where Hi and Hx are the heights in feet above 
sea level of the transmitting and receiving aerials. 
Beyond the line -of -sight range the signal is 
diffracted, though only to a small extent at ultra 
high frequencies, and the signal strength tails off 
exponentially with distance. 

The graph (Fig. 1) is a plot of signal strength 
against distance from the transmitter, subject to 
the following conditions. Firstly, frequency and 
power considerations, designated f and p res- 

M1s 

104 

lo 

ITA 

1 

BBc2 

BBC 

ú, 20 - 00 40 50 60 70 60 90 100 

Dutance (miles) 

Fig. 1: Simple graph of distance versus irgo/ strength. 

pectively. BBC -1: f=50Mc/s p=100kW, ITA: 
f=200klc/s p=50kW, and BBC -2: f=700Mc/s 
p=0-5MW. Secondly, the 1 eight of the transmitting 
aerial above sea level is taken to be 500 feet, 
and the receiving aerial is a single dipole at ,a 
height of 30 feet, mounted on a standard chimney 
lashing on a two -storey house. Thirdly, there are 
no obstructions except for the natural curve of the 
earth between the transmitting and receiving 
aerials. 

UNFAVOURABLE CIRCUMSTANCES 

Let us now consider what is going to happen 
if these conditions are not fulfilled. As far as fre- 
quency is concerned, I have taken fairly representa- 
tive frequencies for each band. If the frequencies 
under consideration are different from these, it will 
make very little difference to the signal strength 
except on the u.h.f. channels. At 450Mc/s, for 
example, the signal at a given distance will be 
greater than it would be at 850Mc/s, and this 
should be taken into account. If the potree is 
different from the nominal values taken, allow- 
ance should again be made, but as long as the 
value is not wildly different the resealing need not 
be very drastic. An obvious case of when the graph 
will not be obeyed even approximately is the case 
of the low power 'fill-in" station, which may only 
have a power of 10 watts. The height of the aerial 
is also quite important, particularly if there are 
any local obstructions. The new BBC -2 trans- 
mitting -aerials which are currently being erected 
are nearly all higher than 500 feet, and have a 
correspondingly greater range. 

Finally, the type of receiving aerial used. The 
graphs apply to a single dipole, and if, as will 
usually be the case, a more sensitive aerial is used. 
it will be necessary to multiply the signal strength 
by the "forward gain" of the array. Let us take 
a simple example. 

The signal strength at a certain distance from 
the transmitter is 150uV on Band III for a single 
dipole. We want to Know what signal level might 
be expected íf a 3 -element aerial were used. Now, 
the forward gain of a well designed 3 -element 
aerial is about BdB. Converting this to a voltage 

ratio, we get 
Vw 

= antilog,a ZÓ, which equals 

2.0 approximately. Multiplying 150 by 2.8, 
we find that the signal level will be around 
420pV, and as we shall see later, this signal would 
not be large enough to produce a satisfactory 
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picture on the majority of valve receivers. It would 
be advisable to use a 5 -element, or preferably an 
8 -element aerial in this case. 

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE 
The main limitation on good reception at low 

signal levels is noise, of which there are two main 
sources. One of these is the aerial of a television 
receiver, which picks up cosmic noise and man- 
made noise, such as that produced by the ignition 
system of a motor car. The second variety, and 
usually the more troublesome, is generated within 
the receiver itself. Any circuit element will generate 
noise, even an ordinary resistor, provided that it 
is at a temperature greater than absolute zero (-273 degrees centigrade). The amount of noise 
generated increases with temperature, and also, in 
the case of an amplifier, with frequency. 

The effects of noise on television reception are 
far more disturbing on the picture than on the 
sound. The picture develops a grainy appearance, 
which m extreme cases may look as if the entire 
scene is obscured by a snowstorm. On the sound, 
there is a background hiss which is, however, 
rarely objectionable. In general, it has been found 
that the signal level must be one hundred times 
greater than the noise level if a noise -free picture 
is to be obtained. This minimum signal is often 
referred to as the optimum threshold level; increas- 
ing the signal above this level does not improve 
the picture (the excess signal is compensated by 
the a.g.c circuits), but below it, noise becomes 
apparent 

THRESHOLD VARIATION 
The threshold level varies between different 

receivers; the'noise contribution of the tuner unit 
is the main consideration. As an example, a receiver 
having a tuner with a noise level of 3 microvolts 
would require a signal of about 300 microvolts to 
produce a grain free picture. Typical threshold 
levels for a valve receiver are as follows: Band 1 
-350µV, Band III -500µV, Bands IV/V-1 to 
2mV. Valve. tuners have a higher noise figure at 
a given frequency than a transistor tuner of 
similar gain. This is nor really surprising when 
one considers that one of the elements of a valve 
is a red-hot cathode, which by virtue of its 
temperature is inherently far more noisy than a 

Fig. 2: Cir art diagram at the preamplifier. 
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Fig. 3: Layout above and be/ow chassis 

transistor operating at room temperature. Thus, 
in a fringe area, one is far better off with a 
receiver employing a transistorised tuner than. one with a valve tuner. 

SIMPLE PREAMPLIFIER 
One way of improving the signal-to-noise ratio 

is to insert a suitable preamplifier between the 
aerial and the receiver. This can only be achieved if the noise generated by the preamplifier is less 
than that generated by the receiver tuner. 

A single -stage transistor preamplifier is shown in Fig. 2. The transistor is a currently available 
inexpensive germanium mesa type (GM290A 
Texas) which will work efficiently as an ampli- fier or oscillator up to 1000Mc/s. The typical 
noise figure for this transistor is quoted in decibels 
as 2.2dB at 200Mc/s, and gain is about 18dB at 
the same frequency. As may be seen from the circuit diagram, the transistor is connected in the common base mode, and has a completely untuned 
input. This rather unusual procedure helps to cut down losses and a very high gain is obtainable in practice. The base of the transistor is biased and 
stabilised in the usual manner. The stabilising 
capacitors, C2 and C4, are of the "feed -through' 
type as used in television tuner units, and are 
obtainable through any Radiospares dealer. The principal reason for choosing 'this particular type of capacitor was for convenience in the layout of the preamplifier. Standard disc or ceramic 
capacitors may of course be used in place of 'the feed -through type, but the layout would not be as 
neat. 

The mounting of C2 deserves some mentioa..A 
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small angle piece Is made out of the metal used 
for the chassis (tinplate, copper, etc. but. not 
aluminium) and a hole is drilled in one arm of 
the bracket. The hole should just exceed the 
external diameter of C2. The angle bracket is then 
soldered to the chassis in the position indicated 
on the layout plan. C2 is inserted and soldered 
into place. Two turther holes must be drilled in 
the chassis, one for the mounting of C4, and the 
other for the transistor. This latter hole should 
be square and have dimensions slightly greater than 
those of the transistor. Leave plenty of room at 
the top of the bole for the transistor leads. 

SUITABLE IRONS 
It must be pointed out that while a small instru- 

ment -type soldering iron will be perfectly adequate 
for soldering small component leads, all soldering 
to the chassis must be carried out with a heavier 
iron (40-100 watts). As far as general construc- 
tion is concerned, the usual rules applying to 
v.h.f./u.h.f. equipment should be adhered ro. All 
leads must be as short as possible, and it is 

strongly recommended that the wiring diagram be 
followed. TCI may be of either the postage stamp 
or the beehive concentric type (the prototype uses 
a postage stamp) and should be adjusted for the 
maximum gain consistent with stability. It will 
almost certainly be necessary to compress or 
expand LI so that the required signal comes with- 
in the range of TCI. There is a slight modification 
which can be tried if the amplifier is being used 
on.u.h.f. channels; TCI may be removed from the 
collector lead and connected directly between the 
base of the transistor and the chassis. In' certain 
cases, this may lead to a slight improvement in 
performance. 

To finish off the amplifier, it should be enclosed 
in a neat plastic or wooden box, with an on/off 
switch connected in the batter, lead. When solder- 
ing -in the transistor. remember to use heat shunts 
on the leads, as this type of transistor Is rather 
heat -sensitive. The stability of the prototype 
amplifier is unusuallv good, and this may be put 
down to the very effective screening of the input 
from the output circuits. 

AERIALS 
So far, no mention has been made of what may 

be the most important link in the chain, namely 
the television aerial. In or beyond a fringe area 
it is an unfortunate fact that the quality of the 
picture obtained is directly proportional to the 
amount of money spent on the aerial system 
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COMPONENTS LIST 

Resistors: Capacitors: 
R1 8200 Cl See table 
R2 6.8k0 C2 1000pF±2015 
R3 2.2k0 C3 See ,ahe 
All 10%1W C4 See table 

C5 1000pF f 20% 
C6 See table 

Coils: 
L1 See table - 

L2 10 turns 26 s.w.g. 
L3 Enam close wound on } in. ferrite rod. 

Transistor: 
Tr1 GM230A (GM290. AF139 AF186 

2N2028) 

GM290A transistors are obtainable direct from 
Texas Instruments Ltd., Supplies Division, 12 
Wellcroft Road, Slough. Bucks. The price is 

13s 60. 

TABLE 1 

All capacitor values are in pF. , 

Band I II Ill IVN 

C1/C6 50 47 33 4.7 

C3 0-30 0-30 0-15 0-8 

C4 10 10 2.2 2.2 

1turns 9 7 3.5 3.5 

J dio. fin, fm, fin, }in. 

There are two main types of aerial system; one is 

the usual arrangement mounted precariously or 
otherwise on a chimney stack. The other type. and 
usually the more sensitive. is mounted on a 

20-30ít. pole, guyed as necessary, and placed in 
the best possible position. For example, if hill 
shielding is the trouble, the remote aerial should 
be placed as far back from the hill as possible 
(Fig. 5). The same applies to tall buildings, 
although in this case it man sometimes be possible 
to displace the aerial sideways so that the building 
is no longer in the way. 

DOWNLEADS 
It is essential that the downlead be as short as 

possible, and the best quality cable must be used. 
(Cables are at present available with an attenuation 
as low as 4.5dB/100ft. at 600Mc/s.) When a 
remote aerial is necessary, and especially if good 
quality able is not being used, a "masthead" 
'amplifier is invaluable. It is thought inadvisable 
to mount such an amplifier actually at the top of 
the aerial mast. as this makes maintenance very 
difficult. The arrangement shown in Fig. 6 is 
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recommended, because any repairs to the water- 
proofing, or retuning, may be carried out without 
having to take down the whole mast. 

The amplifier described earlier in this article is 
ideal for this purpose, but if line -powering is to 
be used, a slight modification to the circuit will be 
required (see Fig. 4). The complete amplifier 
assembly should be enclosed in a watertight boa. 
The amplifier will operate only on one channel at 
a time, so further amplifiers and/or diplexer 
systems may be required. If BBC -2 is being 
received as well, the system will become somewhat 

TELEVISION 439 

is the only solution. Aerial preamplifiers only make 
matters worse, as they amplify the interference as 
well as the signal, leaving the ratio between the 
two unchanged. 

Another type of interference which fortunately 
only occurs at cetain times of the year is. co - 
channel interference, caused' by - abnormal 
signal propagation. If two television transmitters 
within a few hundred miles of each other are 
working on the same channel, there will be occa- 
sions on which signals from one transmitter will 
be propagated into the service area of the other 

Fig. 5 (above): Reciting the a na! to avoid screening by hilt 
hg. 6 (below): Aena/ token to hilltop with booster et the base of the eena/ mast 

Signal path 

complex, to say the least. In any case, a completely 
separate downleacl for u.h f, is recommended. 

If, for any reason, a remote aerial system is 
impracticable, the only answer lies in improving 
the existing chimney - mounted array. In one 
particular case, the author found that while a 
5 -element aerial gave a watery and unwatchable 
picture (on Band III), the substitution of a double - 
eight array produced a near -perfect picture. This 
was on a transistorised receiver twenty miles out- 
side the fringe area. 

INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS 
A 'word must be said about various types of 

external interference; firstly car ignition inter- 
ference, which can be very distracting in a fringe 
area. This is very difficult so combat, and if chang- 
ing the direction of the rooftop aerial fails to make 
any improvement, a sensibly situated remote aerial 

Ocwnlead 

Receiver 

Booster 
EE 

assembly at 
base of mast f 
to tac,lltate 

servicing 

transmitter. This manifests itself on the picture as 
a pattern of some form; either a horizontal bar 
moving up and down the picture, .or a finely 
meshed wavering pattern which fills the entire 
screen. The sound is often completely obscured 
by an objectionable rasping bum, caused by the 
vision from the interfering transmitter gaining 
entry to the sound channel of the receiver. Such 
occasions are a source of great delight to "TV -DX" 
enthusiasts, but arc not favourably receivefl'by 
fringe area viewers, for obvious reasons. Sometimes 
the interfering signals are stronger even than the 
signal which is normally received. Unfortunately, 
there is really nothing that viewers can do in such 
cases, short of improving the directivity of their 
aerial systems. The BBC are, however, building a 
large number of low -power relay stations on Band 
I, and a few high -power stations on Band III. If 
co -channel interference is often experienced, it 
would be advisable to attempt reception of such 
a local relay, if there is one within range. S 
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ELECTRONICS 
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On Sale Now 

2s.' 6d. 

SIMPLE -TO -BUILD OSCILLOSCOPE _' 
Portable single beam 'scope with trigger end sync controls using a 3in. tube. 
MODEL CONTROL INSTALLAONM c Second part of this article shows how to use theT P.EI. odel Conaol.Amplifier'a" ,o, ,ni,yiess operation o, servos. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC RELAYS- . 

Comprehensive survey of different types of electromagnetic armature and reed mlayt 


